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Abstract 

This descriptive case study examineci how highly experienced raters do writing 

assessment, with a focus on how raters defined the task under two conditions: 1) as 

extemal raters and 2) as 'teacher as rater'. Three raters foliowed a thinkaloud procedure 

as they evaluated student wnting The semantic structure of the think-doud protocols 

was anafyzed via the Task Independent Coding methoci. This analysis yielded a detaiied 

representation of the objects and operations used by raters. ï h e  sequence whkh raters 

followed as they used these objects and operations was represented schematically by 

problem behavior graphs for each s c o ~ g  decision made @=360). Analyses of the 

problem behavior graphs showed that raters defined the task in three very different ways: 

1) by searching the rubric to make a match between their response to the text and the 

language of the scoring rubric (search task definition), 2) by assigning a score directly 

based on a quick general impression (simple recognition task definition), or 3 )  by 

analyzing the cntena prior to score assignrnent without considenng alternative scores 

(cornplex recognition task definition). Raters differed in their use of task definitions 

when they evaluated the same texts. These results challenged current wm-ting assessment 

procedwes which assume that raters internalize a scoring nibric during training and make 

a direct match between the scoring rubric and text characteristics. In addition, these 

results indicated that task definition is relateci to individual characteristics of the rater 

rather than aatus as a rater (i-e., extemal rater or 'teacher as rater'). These findings are 

discussed in terms of the effect of different task definitions on the validity of writing 

assessment- 
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Résumé 

Cette étude de cas descriptive a analysé la façon dont trois évaluateurs expérimentés ont 

évalué des textes écrits par des étudiants. Plus spécifiquement, la manière qu'ils ont 

approché cette tâche est discutée selon deux conditions: 1) en tant qu'évaluateurs 

provenant de l'extérieur et 2) en tant que "professeur-évaluateur". La démarche 

d'évaluation des évaluateurs a été analysée suivant une méthode protocolaire de penser-a- 

haute-voix lors des évaluations des textes. La structure sémantique des protocoles 

obtenus par cette méthode protocolaire a été analysée selon la méthode de codification 

indépendante de tâche (Task Independent Coding). Suite à cette analyse, une 

représentation détaillée des objets et des opérations utilisés par les évaluateurs a été 

produite. L'enchaînement des objets et des opérations utilisés par les évaluateurs a été 

représentée schématiquement par des graphiques de procédures pour chaque décision 

(@=360). Les analyses de ces graphiques ont démontré que les trois évaluateurs 

définissaient la tàche de trois façons différentes: 1) en cherchant la rubrique du tableau 

référentiel d'analyse qui se rapprochait le plus de leur réaction face au texte (recherche de 

définition de tâche), 2) en assignant un bilan basé directement sur une impression 

générale sommaire (reconnaissance simple de définition de tâche), ou 3) en analysant les - 
critères du  tableau référentiel d'analyse avant d'attribuer un résultat, sans considérer 

df autres possibilités (reconnaissance complexe de définition de tâche). Les évaluateua 

ont utilisé différemment les définitions de tâche lonqu'ils évaluaient les mêmes textes- 

Ces résultats remettent en question les procédures actuelles d'évaluation de texte qui 

assument que les évaluateurs intedisent les rubriques d'évaluation et qu'ils les mettent 
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9 en relation directe avec les caractéristiques du texte. De plus, ces résultats indiquent que 

la définition de tâche est plus en fonction des caractéristiques individuelles de 

l'évaluateur que de son statut en tant qu'évaluateur (évaiuateur provenant de l'extérieur ou 

"professeur-évaluateurt'). Les effets qu'ont les différentes définitions de tâche sur la 

validité des évaluations de textes sont discutés. 
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CHAPTER 1 

lntroduc tion 

This study investigated the processes used by raters to evaluate writing. The issue 

of how a rater defined the rating actkity in light of a standard psychometric approach to 

writing assessrnent was examined by analyses of the verbal protocols provided by raters 

as they evaluated student writing- The design of the study lent itself to the investigation 

of how a rater defined the rating activity as a) an external rater and b) as 'a tacher as 

rater'. 

Rater Task Defurition 

To date there have been very few empirical studies which have investigated the 

processes used by raters to evaluate wrïting This is surprising, given the importance and 

prevalence of large-scale writing assessrnent in the educational system. It is only through 

research which provides access to raters' verbalizations during the rating session that we 

can begin to understand how raters make judgments about writing quality. Results of 

studies which have used such a think-aloud methodology have show that holistic raters 

adopted different rating strategies. Experienced holistic raters focused on different essay 

elements and had individual approaches to rating essays (Vaughan, 199 1). Esperienced 

raters made more comrnents afier reading the text than did the inexpenenced raters 

(Huot, 1993; Pula & Huot, 1993; Wolfe & Ranney, 1996). Wolfe and Feltovitch (1994) 

identitied content focus and processing actions categories used by raters. The content 

focus of raten included appearance, the assignment, mechanics, organization, story 

telling, style and general. Processing actions included diagnose, monitor, review or 
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rationale. They mentioned rater characteristics at a very general level and focused instead 

on a cornparison of the content fbcus and processing actions used by "bettern raten and 

"poorern raten. They concluded that better raten stopped more ofien wvhile reading 

essays to comment. However, these results were inconsistent with those reported by Huot 

( 1993) and Huot and Pula (1 993) and were not replicated in a later study by Wolfe and 

Ranney ( 1996) in which they found the followïng First, raters at al1 levels of proficiency 

focused on simiiar text features, Second, while more proficient raters seemed to read a 

test withotit interruption and then evaluate it (Le., interpret-then-evaluate), less proficient 

raters seemed to go through an alternating cycle of reading and evaluating portions of the 

test (Le., interpret/evaluate/interpret/evaluate)- Third, there \vas less variability between 

proficient raters' use of processing actions than there \vas benveen intemediate and non- 

proficient raters. Wolfe ( 1997) reported that less proficient raters who adopted a 

readleval uate/read/evaluate strategy made evaluative decisions earlier and more 

frequently than did proficient raters. Nevertheless, these studies have failed to identiw 

~ O W  proficient raters evaluate a text afker reading it without interruption. 

Scoring rubrics which identi- criteria for assigning scores are relied upon for the 

achievement of d iab le  scoring. According to White (1984), the goal of rater training 

sessions is to help raters internalize the scoring nibric by cornbining description (the 

rubric) wïth example (the anchor texts). Well-trained raters score accurately and quickly 

and need only occasional reference to the rubric or anchor texts (p. 404). The assumption 

is that the criteria are sufficiently specitic to enable consistency across raters in 

categorizing aspects of a piece of writing such as purpose, organization, details, etc. It is 
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expected that following training raten will read a student's text or collection of texts and 

make a quick match between the rubric's cnteria and the piece of writing. For example, 

it is estimated that it takes one to two minutes to rate a text holistjcally and one to two 

minutes to rate each criterion when a text is rated anaiytically (Spiindel& Stiggens, 

1980). Results of think-aloud research Çited above tend to indicate that raters do mf 

internalize the scoring rubric and make a direct match between the sconng rubric and 

text characteristics as they are apparently trained to do. That is, the use of processing 

actions as described by Wolfe and Feltovitch (1994) and Wolfe and Ranney (1996) and 

the nature and extent of the comments made by raters as revealed by the work of 

Vaughan (199 1), Huot ( 1993) and Huot and Pula (1993) show that raters are involved in 

an activity which is more complex than a direct matching activity. 

Status as Rater and Task Definition 

A predominant feature of a psychometn'c approach to assessment is independenr 

j udgments by raters, yet the question of who should assess student M i n g  has received 

l ittle research attention. Given the increasing caII for contextuai ized rather than 

decontextualized assessment of writing (Camp, 1993; Moss, Beck, Ebbs, Matson, 

Muchmore, Stede, Taylor & Herter, 1992; Witte, Flach, Greenwood and Wilson, 1999, 

it is important to know more about the rating processes of 'teachea as raters' and 

extemal raters. Pilot research reported by DeRemer and Bracewell(1995) indicated that 

'teachers as raters' tended to see stude- texts as final drafts while extemal ratets tended 

to consider the extent of semantic level revision needed and these differences may 

explain why extemal raters assigned lower scores on certain scoring criteria than did 
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'teachers as raters'. Koretz, McCaffiey, Klein, Bell, & Stecher, (1992) reported that on 

average, teachers did not rate their own students' wrïting portfolios more positiveiy than 

did volunteer teacher-raters, but the Ministère de ~'Èducatioa du Québec (MEQ) ( 1990) 

reported a study in which classroom teachers assigaed scores higher than MEQ raters 

43% of the time and scores lower than MEQ raters 5% of the time- (Teachers and MEQ 

raters agreed 52% of the time.) 

The objective of this study then tuas to estend the resufts of previous think-aloud 

research in the area of w r h g  assessment by identieing how highly expenenced raters 

defined the writing assessment task By investigating how a rater defined the assessment 

task, this research examined the meaning o f  the scores assigned. A second objective of 

this study was to investigate the task definitions constnicted by a) pairs of- extemal raters 

and b)'teachers as raters'. 
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CHAPTERII 

Review of the Literature 

There are two approaches to w-riting assessment: the traditional psychometric 

approach and an interpretative approach. Moss (1994) stated that in a typical 

psychometnc approach each performance is scored independently by readers who have 

no additional knowledge about the student or about the judgments of other readers. 

Inferences about achievement, cornpetence or growth are decontedized, based on 

independent observations across readen and performances. The inferences are then 

re ferenced to relevant criteria or nom groups. Thus, the psychometric approach 

represents a standardized assessrnent and places emphasis on quantiQing and rank 

ordering student's writing skills. In contrast, the interpretative approach involves 

coIIaborative inquiry that encourages challenges and revisions to initial interpretations. 

An interpretation might be wmanted by criteria like a reader's extensive knowledge of 

the learning context; multiple and varied sources of evidence; and the transparency of the 

trail of evidence leading to the interpretations (Moss, p. 7). 

Writing assessment practice historically has followed the psychometric tradition 

via direct and indirect formats. There are two main methods used to measure writing 

ability directly in large-sale assessment: 1) the assessment of an impromptu single 

writing sample and 2) the assessment of a collection of student writing (writing pordolio 

assessment). Writing ability is assessed indirectfy through multiple choice tests which 

measure knowledge of standard written English and require no writing at ail. This 
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method involves machine scorïng and dws not involve human judgrnent of \eting 

ability. 

The literahue review will be divided into psychomeiric and interpretative 

approached to writing assessment First, research related to the validiîy and reliability of 

direct and indirect witing assessment formats in a psychomeaic approach will be 

reviewed. Second, research retated to the validity and reliability of these same 

assessment formats in an interpretative approach will be reviewed However, as a preface 

to understanding the validity and reliability issues which exist in witing assessment 

practice, current views of writing will be presented first 

Current Views of Wnting 

To mesure growth and achievernent in writing one ne& a cornprehensive 

understanding of  w-riting The current challenge for those who midi wn'ting and its 

development is to inte-mte social, cultural, and matenal factors that bear on writing ~ 4 t h  

cognitive factors that under lie planning, witing, and revising text (Brace wel 1 & Witte, 

1 997). Wri ting is social in the sense thaî the processes of reading and writing are always 

situated in particular social contexts and the meanings are constrained by what meanings 

are possible within and supportai by thse conteexts. Readers and witers collaborate with 

other readers and witers because every new text is in some sense a response to at Ieast 

one other tex&, which is in itself in response to at lest one other te* and so on (Witte & 

Flach, 1991, p. 222). Bracewell and Witte (1997) provided the following account of the 

material and cultural aspects of writing. A cvriter communicates using material objects 

(letters, pens, paper, word processor, etc.) which in turn shapes the wrïting. The text 
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which is the product of wwiting is a matenal object The t e a  also influences events in the 

inaterial world. Writing is cultural in that cultural eff- are part of a dialectic in which 

the individual characteristics interact with cultural characteristics to influence writing. In 

addition, "although writen rarely consider 'cultural' factors in an explicit manner, they 

certainly consider characteristics of their intended readership, and publicly honored 

characteristics of language (e-g-, genre and register) that indicate an awareness of cultural 

constraints" (p. 4). 

Writing is cognitive in that it is a problem-solving activity which draws upon the 

writer's memory, attention, howledge, as well as factors related to problem 

representation, planning and idea generation (Hayes & Fiower, 1980). Furthemore, 

writing is cognitive because witers often leam as they write. Engaging in symbolization 

processes such as reading and writing not only appears to mediate al1 leaming, but would 

aIso appear (given people's mernories of communication events) to insure that learning 

of some kind occurs when one engages in a meaning-constructive use oFsyrnbols (Witte 

& Flach, 1994, p. 222). 

In any problem-solving activity the problem solver mus represent the problem to 

him or herself, that is, understand the nature of the probtem. However, problem 

representation in writing is a particularly complex process due to the ill-stmctured nature 

of the writing task (that is, there is no ready-made representation of the task and no 

standard solution procedure). The writer not onIy builds his or her own representation of 

the problem and its goals, but the problem or task itself changes as the constnicted 

product grows (Flower, Schriver, Carey, Haas, & Hayes, 1989). For example, wi thout 
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e concurrent feedback fiom an audience, the writer must anticipate the response of the 

audience as it reads the text Consequently, task debition evolves durÏng writing, with 

goals and subgoals changing as a result of evaluations of possfile reactions to the 

emerging text (Bracewell & Breuleux, 1990). That writing is  an ill-structureci task has 

important implications for the leaming which occurs during writing. To quote Bracewell 

and Witte (1997) "because one must elaborate the goal of an ill-structured task, the task 

context, which also includes one's current howledge, necessarily changes in the course 

of doing it-these changes occurring because of the dialectic that occurs benveen one's 

howledge and the evolving task definition" (p. t 7). 

Current cognitive models of discourse consist of levels of discourse 

representation and of processes that mediate these levels. The discourse structure of a 

tex? is characterized at different levels of representation, particularly semantic, surface 

structure and pragmatic levels. Theories and models of text production draw on this 

characterization of text discourse structure. For example, in the Frederiksen, Bracewell, 

Breuleux, and Renaud (1 990) stratified mode1 of text production, the production process 

proceeds from the specification of conceptual representaîion to the generation of 

sentences in a discourse. The \Miter must gradually constrain the production of semantic 

and linguistic structures. This is accomplished by constructing different levels of 

discourse representation and manipulating the fit among these representations so as ta 

achieve a coherent discourse structure (Bracewell, 1987)- 

Validity and Writing Assessrnent 
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There are three traditional categories of validity evidence-content-relate& 

critenon-related (predictive and concurrent) and consmict-related-that operationally 

define validity at the present time (Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing- 

AERA, APA, NCME, 1985). However, the Standards are king revised (Linn, 1994) and 

there is growing consensus about the centrality of constnict validity and the importance 

of expanding the concept of vaiidity to include explicit consideration of the 

consequences of assessment use (Moss, 1992). Messick (1 989) advocateà two facets of 

validity specific to the consequences of assessment use: 1) the outcome of testing, and 2) 

the justification for testing. He distin yished the evidential basis of test use (evidence 

supporting the mistworthiness of score meaning) from the evidential basis of test 

interpretation (specific evidence for the relevance of the scores to the purpose of scoring 

and for the utility of the scores). He also distinguished the consequential basis of test use 

(appraisa1 of the vaiue implications of score meaning) fiom the consequential basis of 

interpretation (appraisal of potential and actual social consequences of the testing). 

There are radical changes taking place in educational assessment with a shifi 

totvard performance-based assessments (Lirm, 1994). AU writing assessments which yield 

a witing sample are considered to be performance assessments. However, not al1 

performance assessments are considered to be authentic assessments. Meyer (1992) 

provided definitions which clan'@ the distinction behveen the two terms: 

In a performance assessment the student demonstrates the same 

behavior that the assessor desires to measure. ifthe behavior to be 

measured is writing, the student wrïtes. In an authentic assessment the 
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student not only completes or demonstrates the d e s i d  behavior but 

also does it in a real-life context The significant criterion for the 

authenticity of a writing assessment might be that the locus of control 

rests with the student; that is, the student determines the topic, the 

time allocate& the pacing, and the conditions under which the witing 

sample is generated (p. 93). 

Moss (1 994a) discussed the tension between the disciplines of educational 

measurement and Iiteracy education concemine writing portfolio assessment- 

Experience suggests that in order to achieve the standards oFvdidity 

necessary for infonning consequential decisions about individuals and 

programs, assessments need to be standardized to some degree- 

Standardization refers to the extent to which tasks, working 

conditions, and scoring critena are similar for all students. Emerging 

views of literacy, however, suggest the need For less standardized 

foms of assessment to support and document purposefil, 

col laborat ive work by students (p. 1 10). 

Alternate validity requirements have been suggested for performance 

assessments. Frederiksen and Collins (1989) proposed principles For the design of 

systemically valid testing which includes validity standards such as directness, scope, 

reliability and transparency. Linn, Baker and Dunbar's (199 1) validation criteria include 

consequences, fairness, transfer and generalizability, cognitive complexity, content 

quality, content coverage, meaningfulness, and cost and efficiency. 
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0 Messick (1994) stressed that perlormance assessments must be evaluated by the 

same validity criteria, both evidential and consequential, as are other assessments. He 

recommended that where possible a constmct-driven rather than a taskan'ven approach 

to performance assessment should be adopted because the meaning of the construct 

guides the development of scoring criteria and nibrics. He emphasized tbat fmusing on 

cons truc ts also makes salient the issues of C O I Z S I ~ ~ C I  unclerrepresentat ion and consrrucl- 

irreIewnt variance, which are the two main threats to validity (p. 14). As stated by 

Messick, the validity standard implicit in authenticity of assessment is minimal constmct 

underrepresentation and the validity standard implicit in directness of assessrnent is 

minimal construct-irrelevant variance. Together they signal the need for convergent and 

discriminant evidence that the test is neither unduly narrow because of missing construct 

variance nor unduly broad because of added method variance (p. 22). - 

Reliability and Writing Assessrnent 

Reliability is defined as the degree to which test scores are free fiom errors of 

measurement (AERA, APA, NCME, 1985, p. 19). The main sources of errors in the 

assessment of writing are the student, the test, and the scoring of the test or any 

combination of the above (Huot, 1990). Moss (1994) stated that typically, reliability is 

operationalized by examining consistency, quantitatively defined, among independent 

observations that are intended as interchangeable- consistency among independent 

evaluations or readings of a performance (i-e., reader reliability) and consistency arnong 

performances in response to independent tasks (i-e., task or "score rel iabil ity"). She noted 
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e that reliability is an aspect of construct validity (consonance among multiple lines of 

evidence supporting the intended interpretation over alternative interpretations). 

Validity Issues in Psychometric Writing Assessment 

Writing assessment methods yield scores and from the scores assigted, inferences 

are made about the growth and achievement of a writer. However. many factors may 

threaten the validity ciaimed for inferences of growth and achievement in writing. These 

factors inchde at least three components of ~ ~ t i n g  assessment: a) the witing assessment 

rnethod itself (Camp, 1993; Greenberg, 1992; Moss, E3eck. Ebbs, Matson, Muchmore, 

Steele, Taylor & Herter, 1992; Witte, 1989); b) the scoring procedures used (Chamey, 

1984; Elbow & Blake Yancey, 1994; Moss et al., 1992); and c) the scoring criteria (Gere, 

1980; Wians,  1994). These factors are discussed in tum below within the context of a 

psychometric assessment, that is, an assessment made by two independent judges. 

Assessment Methods and the Vatiditv of Psvchometric Writing Assessrnent 

Criterion-related evidence. Most of the research on the validity of writing tests 

has focused on criterion-related evidence, not constnict related evidence (Greenberg, 

1992). That multiple-choice tests show criterion-related evidence of validity is 

demonstrated by correlations between scores on multiple choice tests and performance 

on single writing samples (Breland & Gaynor, 1979; Godshalk, Swineford, & Coffman, 

1966). Likewise, that impromptu essay tests show criterion-related evidence of validity is 

demonstrated by correlations between course grades and performances on impromptu 

essays (Breland et al., 1979; Godshalk et al.. 1966). However, scores assigned to writing 

portfolios correlated poorly to rnoderately with classroom grades for writing (e-g-, -29 to 
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.46, LeMahieu, Gitomer, & Eresh, 1995). In kother study, substantial differences were 

found in students' performance when writing ability was judged based on a standard 

vmting assessment, on individual samples of student work, and on portfolio collections 

as a whoie (Hennan, tiearhart, & Baker, lwj). Thus, critenon-reiatd evidence has k e n  

demonstrated in multiple choice tests and single sample writing assessment but not 

porttolio assessment 

Construct-related evidence. Camp ( 1993) stated that multiple-choice tests do not 

sampie the fuii range of knowiecige and skilis invoiveci in witing nor do they sample 

wrïting skills in a manner which is consistent wth theoretical constructs of writing She 

related that this writing assessment method eliminates collaborative exploration and 

problem-solving by cutting of€ pertormance in wvtiting from social and communicative 

contex-ts. Thus, it appears that these factors contribute to the construct 

underrepresentation of multiple-çhoice tests of writing ability. 

I'he construct-related validity of the impromptu essay wwiting test has been 

questioned because it rarely provides an opportunity for students to engage in much of 

the process of writing, especially the rethid-ing and revising typical of the way 

experienced writers work (Moss et al., 2992). With the absence of opportunity for 

coIlaborative exploration in impromptu essay wrïting, one's performance in writing is 

also cut off tiom social and communicative contexts. This loss of communicative 

purpose and context is likely to be most damaging for students who are relatively 

unfamiliar with the rnainstrearn culture (Camp, 1993, p. 57). 
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Research has not supported the construct-related validity of the impromptu essay 

test of writing ability. For example, Witte (1988) used evidellce from think-aloud 

protocols to show the foiiowing 1) that wrïters use different processes when writing in 

response to different tasks and 2) that differences across promps can be attributed to the 

different demands that the prompts make on the writen' knowledge of the respective 

topics. These results demonstrated that it is uniikely that one can obtain a valid measure 

of wn'ting ability based on evaluation of an impromptu single sample of writing. 

Moreover, Witte, Flach, Greenwood and Wilson (1995) maintain that the 

impromptu essay test is decontextualized assessment They stated that large-scale 

assessments like the NAEP (National Assessrnent of Educational Progress) use 

evaluation procedures "which are separated fiom naturally occurring language uses and 

purposes, and thus impose unnahiral constraints on performance such that the 

performances themselves may become unnatural (i.e., artifacts of assessment)" (p. 6 1). 

They maintained that these evaluation procedures cal1 into question the degree to which 

results of such assessments are actually indicative of underlying ability(ies). 

Ponfolio approaches to writing assessment appear to have the potential to 

accommodate the new constructs for witing (Camp, 1993). For e-xample, features of a 

portfolio include the following 1) multiple samples of writing gathered over a number of 

occasions; 2) varïety in the kind of writing or purpases for writing that are represented; 3) 

evidence of process in the creatioa of one or more pieces of writing, and 4) evidence of 

reflection on individual pieces of writing &or changes observable over tirne (Camp & 

Levine, 1990, p. 197). However, it is unclear whether the procedures used to evaluate 
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ponfolios yield a valid measure of writing ability. That is. the content of writing 

portfolios may repment writïng constructs as they are currently undernooc& but the 

procedures and cnteria used to evaluate the porifolios may not capture al1 or even pari of 

the writing constnicts contained within the portfolio. This issue is discussed at lenm 

below. 

Scoring Procedures and the Validitv of Pwchornetric Writing; Assessrnent 

The procedures used to score multiple-choice tests are not a validity issue because 

these tests are considered to be "objective" (Le., the -ver is either correct or incorrect) 

and are usually xored by a machine. In contrast, when a sample(s) of writing is 

evaluated, the evaluation is considered to be "subjective" (Le., detennined by and 

emphasizing the ïdeas, thoughts and feelings of the rater). 

There are three main scoring procedures used by raters to evaluate the quality of 

writing sarnples when an impromptu essay or a writing portfolio is assessed : pnmary 

trait, holistic, and analytic (Huot, 1990a). In primary trait assessment, the rhetotical 

situation creates the criteria for the evaluation and a scoring guide which is specific to 

the genre of the writing task is developed for each task (Lloyd-Jones, 1977). When a rater 

uses a holistic procedure the rater assigns a single score to a text or a set of texts. 

Typicatly the assigned score subsumes perConnance on multiple criteria such as purpose, 

organization, grammar, etc. and represents a value on a continuum which ranges usually 

fiom one (the lowest score) to four or six (the highest score). For example, to be assigned 

a score of three on a holistic scale used in the Huot (1993) study the text had to meet the 
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fo1Iowing cnteria: shifting focus; shifting tone; less clear development; and minor sdace  

probtems. 

When a rater uses an analytic scoring procedure he or she assigns multiple scores 

to a text, one score per scoring criteria specified in the rubric such as piirpose, 

orçanizatioa, details, voice and tone, grammar, usage and mechanics as seen in the 

Vermont Writing Assessrnent Program (Koretz et al., 1992). These scores also represent 

a value along a continuum. As noted above, raters are trained in the use of these 

procedures and the assumption underlying such training procedures is that raters \vil1 

intemalize the scoring rubric, 

Holistic scorin~ and the imgrom~tu writinn samde. Holistic scoring procedures 

are the most widely used witing assessment procedures (Huot, 1990a). The validity of 

using holistic scoring to assess writing (Le., single sarnple) has been questioned in the 

writing assessment literahire (Le., Charney, 1984; Elboiv & Blake Yancey, 1994; Gere, 

1980) yet there has been very little research which has investigated this question. 

Charney (1984) stated that in order to achieve a high reliability, testing agencies and 

researchers mua impose a very unnatural reading environment, one which intentionally 

disallows thoughtful response to the essays. She identified the speed at which raters are 

recommended to work ( e g ,  one 400 word essay per minute), the peer pressure to 

conform to a given set of rating criteria, and the fiequent monitoring during rating 

sessions as disruptive to the reading process. In addition, she stated that rating criteria 

have only ad hoc validity; they may be acceptable only to the group which fornulates 

them- 
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Huot (1993) used a thinlraloud procedure to investigate Chamey's (1984) 

objection that holistic ratine are generated by scoring procedures which alter fluent 

reading processes and impede the quality of raten to maiie sound judgments of writing 

quality. He compared the rating processes of four experienced holistic ratea who 

received training and used a scoring rubnc with the ratïng processes of four 

inexperienced raten who did not receive training and who did not use a sconng rubric. 

Raters evaluated individual texqs. Results of this cornparisons indicated that experienced 

raten made more persona1 comments than the inexperienced raten and they contributed 

a wider variety of responses than the inexpenenced group. Huot concluded that holistic 

rating did not impede true and accurate reading and suggested that holistic scoring 

procedures actually promote the kind of rating process \vhich insures a valid reading and 

rating of student \m*ting Thus, while Huot concluded that the results suggested a valid 

reading and rating of student writing, he also stated that these results cannot be used to 

i nfer constnict val idity for holistic sconng. 

Holistic assessment and m-tine: wrtfolio assessment, Researchers have begun to 

investigate procedures for assessing wîting portfolios, yet the question of how one 

should evaluate a writing portfolio mains  unanswered (Calfee, 1994a). In particular, a 

key question is whether a score for a writing portfolio should be derived from judgment 

of the portfolio in totality (Le., holistically) or fiom the sum of its individual pieces 

(Baker & Lim, 1992). Those who favor holistic assessment of a writing portfolio cal1 for 

the rater to hold his or her judgment in abeyance not only over the course of a single 

essay but over the course of an entire portfolio (Sommets, Black, Daiker, Br Stygall, 
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e 1993). Others maintain that readen are bound to consider the multiple tex& in light of 

one another, weighing their strengths and wealinesses and f idly reachuig a single 

judgment based on the parts, not a dominant impression of the whole porifolio ( H m p  

Lyons & Condon, 1993). Moss et al. (1992) stated that growth is ofken manifest in 

qualitative changes in the wn'ting which involves cornparisons of student's revisions in 

multiple texts. They rnaintained that to average the scores fiom multiple scores so as to 

talk about achievement in wvriting or to subtmct or othenvise manipulate the scores to 

talk about growth wvould miss the point (p. 13). 

However, the current practice in writing podolio assessment is for raters to 

assiçn one score to the portfolio (Allen, 1995; Condon & HampLyons, 1994; Sommen 

et al., 1993). In some cases the portfolios is assigned one score for each of several 

dimensions or criteria. For example, wrïting portfolios in the Pittsburgh Public Schools 

are assigned one score on each of the following three dimensions: accomplishment as a 

wtiter, use of processes and resources, and growth and engagement as a \Miter 

(LeMahieu et al., 1995). Writing portfidios in the Vermont Assessrnent Program are 

assigned one score for each of five criteria: purpose, organization, details, voice and tone, 

and grammar, usage, and mechanics (Koretz et al., 1992). 

There has been minimal investigation of the validity of the scores assigned to 

-bng portfolios. Research by Nystrand, Cohen, and Dowling ( 1993) indicated that the 

wîting ability of the students was not consistent acrou the different genres contained in 

the portfolio. They concluded that the strategy of characterizing the contents of a 

portfolio with a single Wfiting ability score failed to reflect the hetemgeneity of the texts. 
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Purves (1992) drew the same conclusion when he reported on a study ofachievement in 

written composition that involved students, teachers, and researchen in fourteen 

countries. Al1 midents wrote in response to three tasks. Resemchers found saong 

independence among the task scores, sufficient independence to prevent summing them 

into some construct such as '%riting performance" or "writing ability" (p. 5). 

Gearhart, Heman, Baker and Whittaker (1992) reportecl that ratea indicated that 

they felt that the mix of genres in a portfolio obscured evidence of the components of the 

witing process and evidence of changes over time in writing quality. As a result raters 

were able to assign only a General Cornpetence score to the portfolios. Gearharî et al. 

concluded that it is possible to score portfolios consistently- if the aim is to reduce them 

to a single score of overall quality; however, most importantly, they concluded that the 

results of the midy raised serious questions about the meaningfulness of the scores 

assigned to the portfolios. Further unceminty about meaning of a single score, that is the 

validity of a single score, was expressed by Dickson (cited in Allen, 1995) who stated 

that raten who assessed writing portfolios agreed on a final judgment but for different 

reasons. 

The impkations of research which has investigated the construct validity of 

assigning a single holistic score to an impromptu essay or assigning a single holistic score 

to a witing portfolio are clear. In the first case (impromptu essay), given the variability 

in tm-ting ski11 across task and the different processes used to write in response to 

different tasks (Witte. l988), it is unlikely the score assigned to art impromptu essay can 

represent 'writing ability' but it may represent the wn'ter's ability to write in response to 
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0 that specific task. Thus, research by Witte (1988) revded the construct 

underrepresentation of writing assessment baseci on an impromptu essay. Furthemore, it 

is argued that wnting an impromptu essay necessitates the use of processes other than 

those which represent writing as it is now understood (Witte a al.. 1995). thus presenting 

an instance of constnict irrelevant variance. Thus, research has demonstrated both the 

construct underrepresentation and construct inelevant variance of assessment methods 

using the impromptu essay. 

In the second case (writing portfolio assessment) research has shown that the 

current practice of assigiing a single score to the portfolio may faiI to capture the 

variability of the scores assigned to the different texts within the portfolio (Nystrand et 

al., 1993; Purves, 1992). As such, the singie score holds questionable meaning beyond 

representing an average of performances on different tasks. This uncertainty about the 

meaning of the score poses a serious threat to the validity of inferences drawn from a 

holistic score assigned to a writing portfolio. 

Sconng Criteria Used and the Val iditv of Psvchometric Writina Assesment 

Greenberg (1992) stated that the question of substantive criteria for ''good 

witing" relates directly to the issue of constnict validity. She maintained that the slrills 

described in the criteria on current holistic scoring guides do not provide an adequate 

definition of "good writing" or the many factors that contribute to effective writing in 

different contexts. Gere (1980) maintained that existing systems for investigating writing 

(i.e., holistic, analytic and primary trait evaluation) share the comrnon weakness of 

ignoring the communication function of rneaning She wrote that prïmary trait evaluation 
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a appears to accommodate communication intention but does not provide for genuine 

communication intention because it limits the kind of meanings the reader can consider 

(p. 48). Wiggins (1994) stated that writing nibncs in evexy district and state over- 

ernphasize formal, format, or superficial trait characteristics (p. 132). In addition, Myers 

and Pearson (1996) maintain that approaches used to score one witing genre ( e g ,  an 

editorial) cannot be the same as those used to score another (a report or an 

autobiography) (p. 14). However, it is standard practice for a single rubric to be used to 

assess a portfolio which includes a variety of genres witten in resporise to different tasks. 

Furthemore, it has been questioned if raters actually apply the criteria they have been 

trained to use (Charney, 1984). Thus, there is the possïbility of both constnict 

underrepresentation and constnict irrelevant-variance with the scoring criteria presently 

used. 

The literature on what criteria raters chose in judging wvriting quality can be 

divided into iwo types: correlut ;und reseurch and rizink-doud reseurch, Corre lational 

research Focuses on a) the correlation betwveen textual b u r e s  and quality scores, and b) 

the correlation between the general aspects of quality scores and content, organization, 

and mechanics (Huot, 1990b, p. 206). Resdts of the correlational research indicated that 

raters are mostly concemed with content and organization (see Huot, 1990a for a 

comprehensive review of the literature of direct writing assessment). 

Results of thinli-aloud research have k e n  consistent with results of earlier 

correlational research. As reported above both inexperienced and experienced ratea in 

the Huot (1993) study made more comments about the content and the organization of 
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0 the tek? than any other critena The same results were found when the study was 

replicated by Huot and Pula (1993). Vaughan (1992) reported that raters made the most 

comments about content and handwrîting as well as critena that were not present in the 

scoring nibric used in the study. Wolfe and Feltovich (1995) analyzed the think-abud 

protocols of sis raters and found that the raters cited development, organization, and 

voice most often as considerations for scoring. These three aspects were given the most 

emphasis on the scoring guide. Wolfe and Ranney (1996) also found that regardless of 

level of inter-rater agreement, scorers focus on similar features of an essay as they 

formulate scoring decisions using a narrative scoring nibric. Raters focused with the 

geatest fiequency on the criteria storytelling (ability to tell a story) and organization. 

Thus, research demonstrated consistently that raters focus most fiequently on the 

scorine criteria content and organization. These resutts provide evidence that there is a 

poor fit between the scope of wltcir is measured in writing assessrnent and currenr witing 

constructs. For example, a better fit between scoring criteria and writing constructs might 

include asking the following questions as suggestzd by Wiggins (1994): Can students 

make good use of feedback, can students profit from self-reflection, are they developing 

a better grasp of what does and does not work and are they getting better at judging the 

value of the feedback they receive (p. 138). Clearly, the scoring criteria used to assess 

single texts and writing portfolios appear to reflect construct underrepresentation, whic h 

as stated earlier is one of the major threats to validity. 

Gearhart and Wolf (1994) in response to earlier research which showed that 

teachen constructed a set of criteria to guide wvriting assessrnent that made no reference 
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0 to genre and emphasized mechanics and generalized features of writing content, designed 

a training study to enhance teachers' knowledge of narrative text and teachers' 

competence with methods of narrative assessment They emphasized an understanding of 

the cornponents of the narrative (i-e.,: genre, theme, character, setîing, plot, style, tone, 

and point of view) and the technical Ianguage that represent narrative content, To 

encourage teachers to offer explicit guidance for their witing they developed a narrative 

feedback fonn for witten comrnentary and a narrative nibric for judging the 

effectiveness of students' narratives, 

They reported that prior to training teachers rarely characterized narrative witing 

with a technical langage hat capîured its hem or complexity. Following training al1 

teachers reported perceived change in their understanding of narrative. However, seven 

months later, questionnaires and classroorn observations indicated that weaknesses in 

teachers' understanding of narrative continued to affect their methods of narrative 

assessment. In training sessions most teachers demonstrated a capacity to understand and 

use the Writing What You Read (WWYR) nibric and feedback fonn effectively . 

However, in the cIassroom teachers rarely used the narrative feedback form for witten 

commentary or the narrative rubric for xoring- Instead, teachers used the narrative 

feedback form and the rubric to design assignments, establish criteria, and assess 

narratives "even if the assessmmts were oversimpiifications of the rubric's components". 

In summary, both multiplechoice tests of vcliting and single sample m-ting 

assessment have show cntenon-related evidence of validity but not construct-related 

.I 
evidence of validity. Wnting portfolio assessment appears to have the potential to met 
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0 construct-related validity requirements but it appean that the main procedure used to 

assess writing portfolios (Le., holistic scoring) simultaneous with the criteria 

incorporated in holistic scoring procedures seriously undemines thïs potential to address 

fully construct-related validity requirements. 

~eliabil ity Issues in Psychomeûic Writing Assessrnent 
a 

The multiple-choice test, wïth its machine scoreable items, has b e n  seen as 

reliable (Camp, 1993). The reliability of scores assigned to a single witing sarnple is 

considered to be high when texts are rated in wellcontrolled rating sessions as described 

earlier (Camp, 1993; Charney, 1984). However, tex& cannot be rat& reliably without the 

use of rigorous training procedures (Witte, 1993) and sometimes reliable rating is not 

achieved even with rigorous training and a controlled testing environment. For esample, 

the Ministère de 17Èducation du Québec (MEQ) ( 1990) reported that independent raten 

disagreed ~ 5 t h  each other 25% of the time. 

Research has shown that it is possibIe to assess wrïting portfolios consistently if 

the airn is to assign a single score to the entire portfolio (Baker & Lim, 1992). High 

reliability figures were reported when portfolios were assigned a single score (Allen, 

1995; Gearhart et al., 1992; Sommers et al., 1993) and a single score on three dimensions 

(LeMahieu et al., 1995), yet the validity problems associated with this have been 

discussed above. However, rater agreement \vas low when raters assigned scores to 

multiple scoring cnteria (Koretz et al., 1992; Resnick & Resnick, 1993). 
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While high rater reliability figures are often reported in the literature, the 

reliability data reported for single t e a  assessrnent and writing podolio assessment is 

often ambiguous and easy to misinterpret This is because reliability can mean at least 

trvo things. Fint, it may mean that niten assign the same scores to each text or portfolio, 

or second, it may mean that a high correlation was obtained between scores assigned by 

raten. The tim logically implies the second but the reverse does not hold tme. Further a 

correspondence of average scores implies neither. Statistically, it is possible to have 

cases where one rater assigns higher scores and one rater assigns lower scores with the 

result that scores assigned to texts differ between ratea but the correlation behveen 

scores is fairly high. Consequently, it is difficult to determine on the basis of reliability 

coefficients or correspondence of average scores if raters are in fact assigning the same 

ratings to individual texts. 

Cherry and Meyer (1993) have also identified several important problems with 

reliability in witing evaluation. First, they noted that discussions of reliability have 

typically k e n  limited to inter-rater reliability thus excluding discussion of instrument 

reliability. They stated that whereas inter-rater reliability describes how consistently 

raters judge the writirrg qlro?ity of wïting sarnples, instrument reliability addresses the 

rei iability of judgments of writing a b i i i ~  made on the basis of those sarnples (p. 1 14). 

They maintain that by way of descnbing how consistently an assessment instrument 

mesures the performance of a particular group of students on a particuIar kind of wn'ting 

task scored in a particular way, instrument reliability cornes close to dexriiing how valid 

the assessment is within the given constraints. Second, they noted a Iack of agreement on 
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appropnate statistics for calculating and reporting inter-rater agreement. For example, 

some studies report per cent agreement figures which represent 100% agreement and 

other studies report figures which represent agreement within one point on a four to six 

point scale. ThirQ they noted that the standard practice of resolving differences benveen 

two raters by seeking a third rating is a serious problem- Thus, when raters disagree by 

more than one point, usually a third rating is obtained and the "bad" rating of the three is 

thrown out. Interrater reliabilities are calculated on the basis of the new set of paired 

ratinp. However, the resulting coefficient will be both inflated and largely meaningless 

(p. 123). 

Thus, it is very difticult to know on the basis of the reliability coefficients and per 

cent agreement figures reported in the literature whether or not the raten assigned the 

same scores to the same texqs or portfolios, that is, whether the assessment yielded 

consistent judgment of a student's witing ability. 

Validity Issues and an Interpretative Approach to Writing Assessment 

In the previous section factors which may threaten the validity claimed for 

in fer ences of writing ability in a psychometric approach to wwiting assessment were 

discussed. These factors included the wvriting assessment method itself, the sconng 

procedures used and the sconng critena developed for the assessrnent In the section 

belowv, these same factors will be discussed within the context of an interpretative 

approach to witing assessrnent 

Assessment Methods and the Validihr of an Interpretative Aoproach to Writing 

Assessment 
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Indirect writing assessment methods (i.e., machine scored multiple choice testin@ 

are the antithesis of interpretative assessment and are not discussed here. Evaluation of 

the impromptu single essay appears to preclude an interpretative approach to assessment. 

This is because when one assesses an impromptu single sample only, one can evaluate 

neither revision of a text nor evaluate revision across texts- evaluations which are an 

integral part of interpretative assessment of wwiting (Moss et al., 1992). 

Writing portfolios are viewed as valuable in an assessment mode1 in which 

teachers' interpretations of their students' grotvth and achievement play a central role 

(Moss et al., 1992). Given that an inductive approach to wn'ting assessment is only 

warranted within the contek? of a witing portfolio, the following sections on the validity 

of an interpretative approach will concern witing portfolio assessment only. 

Scoring Procedures and the Validitv of an Intemretative Approach to Writine Assessrnent 

Moss et al. (1992) provided the following example of an interpretative assessment 

of a witing portfolio. First, they developed a list of features to be used in analyzing the 

contents of each piece contained in the portfolio such as the plans, draAs, final draft, 

student's self-reflections, the teacher's reflections, etc. This list of features comprised a 

framework which was an intermediate step undertaken to inform the writing of the 

narrative profiles which descnid the student's achievements and growth in writing 

They maintained that the narratives taken together with the fiameworks and the 

ponfolios allow another reader to serve as w-analyst, tracing the evidentiary trail that led 

to the conclusions and raising alternative interpretations for discussion. They viewed 

differences of opinion between readers as opportunities for discussion and rethinking of 
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initial interpretations. ïhey stated that if the approach desm'bed here is used as intended, 

the central interpretation will be that of the classroom teacher and it will be based not 

only on the portfolios but also on extensive knowledge of the student, their goals, and 

their instructionai opportunities. 

Moss et al. (2992) investigated the validity of portfoliebased interpretations by 1) 

investigating the validity of the ratings as reflected in the narrative profiles and 2) by 

investigating the representativeness of portfolio selections. They setected 10 students and 

examined both their writing folders (which contained aH the wno'ng during the year) and 

their portfolios (which contained the pieces which the students had selected to represent 

themselves as deveIoping writers). Sets of raters independently wrote narratives based on 

the folders and the portfolios. A content analysis showed that there were substantial 

difference in emphases arnong readen in the witten narratives. After reading the folders 

from which the portfolios were selected, the raters concluded that the students 

occasionally left out what the raten perceived to be the stronger pieces out of the 

portfolio. Some students gave indepth information with respect to a particular genre but 

little information about other genres. Other students gave a broad sampling of \rnting 

across genres but insufficient sarnples to note changes within genre. The authors noted 

that the portfolio selection process is a complex problem and requires important 

decisions in order to balance student's autonomy with teachers' informational needs. 

Moss (1 996) provided an illustration of a proposed partial interpretative approach 

to evaluating portfolios in the context of teacher certification which has a clear 

application for writing portfolio assessrnent This evaiuation procedure appears to 
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e represent a shift away corn the central role of one individual's interpretation (i-e., the 

teacher) to a collaborative effort Ln the partial interpretative metbod which is king 

planned by Moss individual readers will first work through the podolio alone, noting 

and recording evidence relevant to the interpretative categories which have k e n  

established for the assessrnent Raters then will work together to prepare interpretative 

summaries with supportive evidence for each category. The performance standards will 

be operationaiized through multiple exemplars of performance. After completing 

interpretative summaries and supporting evidence records, raters will debate and reach 

consensus on an overall level of performance. Then they will prepare a written 

j usti ficat ion tying the evidence they have analyzed to a decision. The decision, written 

justification, and interpretative summaries with supporting evidence will be audited by a 

cnterion reader who may or may not recommend more extensive review. A sample of 

portfolios \vil1 be evaluated by a second pair of readers as part of the ongoing monitoring 

of the system (p. 25). 

In the interpretative approach to teacher certification outlined by Delandshere and 

PetrosLy (1992) raters are required to make the reasoning behind their judgments explicit 

by answering critical questions in the witing of interpretative summaries. For example, a 

question conceming leamer-centeredness is stated as follows: How does the candidate 

anticipate students' abilities to interpret literature through discussion and accommodate 

students' thinking in the discussions, and are activities related to the discussion? (p. 14). 

Raters are also required to assign ratings on a scde fiom one to four based on the 

interpretative surnrnary written for every dimension pertinent to a given task. Raten 
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0 translate their interpretative summaries into numerical ratings by companng the 

exami ned performance to decision guides developed to synthesize the di fferences in 

candidate's conceptual understanding and to represent the ilifferent points on the rating 

scale for al1 dimensions on each task (p. 15). A second rater reads and/or observes the 

original performance as well as the interpretative summaries and confirms or disconfirms 

the plausibility of the interpretations and the consistency with which the evidence of the 

performance leads to the interpretations and judgments. 

Scoring Criteria and the Validitv of an Intemretative Approach to Wntine Assessrnent 

In the interpretative approaches to validity descriid above (Moss et al., 1992; 

Moss, 1996) there is a shift away from specific scoring criteria which are associated 

directly with a score. Instead, raters use either a list of features, or interpretative 

categories which guide the writing of an interpretative summary. Taken together, the 

organization of the hmeworks (Le., list of features) and the three to five "sequences" 

within the portfolio (Le., final draft; plus al1 related preliminary cirafts or plans; self- 

reflections about rasons for selection, the strength of the witing, and goals for 

subsequent work; and teachers and other reflections about the writing) allow raters to 

look at consistencies among the feanires of the different "sequences" contained in the 

portfolio. Thus, it is possible to examine the extent to which students seem to be setting 

goals for themselves, using others' comments, and following through in revision and 

showing improvement in subsequent pieces of wïting. Progress and achievement noted 

in these areas become integral parts of the interpretative summary (Moss et al., 1992, p. 

1 8). 



a EeliaSIIit.; Issues and 3n Internretative Amroach to I V n t i n ~  Assessmeat 

Moss (1 994) stated that epistemological and ethical concems about reliabiiity 

concern the extent to which one can generdize the construct of interest from particular 

m p l e s  of behavior evaluated by particular raters and the extent to which those 

generalizations are fair. With respect to genenlintion across tasks, the goal of an 

interpretative zpproach is to consmct a coherent interpretation of collected 

performances. Inconsistency in students' performance across tasks does not invalidate the 

assessment. Rather it becomes an ernpirical puzzle to be solved by searching for more 

comprehensive or elaborated interpremtion that explains the inconsistency. With respect 

to generalization across readers, Moss (1994) stated that an interpretative approach to 

assessrnent privileges interpretations from readers most knowledgeable about the context 

of the assessment. Initial disagreements among raters would provide an impetus for 

dialogue, debate, and ennched understanding infonned by muitiple perspectives as 

interpretations are refined and as decisions or actions are justified. Thus, interpretative 

assessment activities serve the same purpose as multiple independent readings serve- 

warranting the validity and faimess of the approach (Moss et al., 1992). 

Mess (1994) concluded that there can be vdidity without reliability when 

reliability is defined as consistency among indepndent masures intended as 

interchangeable. She stated that reliability serves important purposes such as indicating 

the extent ?O which we can generalize to the construct of interest fiom partïcular samples 

of behwior evaluated by prticular readers and the extent to which these generalizations 
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are fair. However, she maintains that an interp~etative approach to assessrnent provides a 

means of serving those same purposes. 

As explained above, fiom a conceptual viewpoint, it is difficult to determine on 

the basis of reiiability coefficients or correspondence of average scores if raters are in 

fact assigning the same rating to individuai texts. And, fiom a technical viewpoint, 

following the argument of Cherry and Meyer (1993) c o n c e k g  the present problems in 

reporting reliability data, it is very difficult to how if adequate consistency among 

independent ratings truly is obtained in wnting assessment research and practice. As 

noted above, rater consistency is most readily obtained when pasdfail judgments are 

made or a holistic score is assigned to a writing portfolio yet the attendant problems for 

the validity of these judgments is well understood Thus, when the concept of reliability 

is viewed in light of the problems currently associatecl with if then it becomes unclsar if 

the power afforded to the concept is w m n t e d  in the domain of witing assessment-that 

is, must an assessment of writing be deemed "reliable" in order to be considered valid 

when the value of reliability data is questionable on conceptual and technical grounds? 

N'ho Should Assess Student Writing 

The question of who should assess student writing (the student's oivn tacher or 

an extemal rater) has implications For the validi ty and reliability of writing assessment in 

both psychometric and interpretative approaches. There appears to be a lack of consensus 

among researchers conceming this question. Moss et al. (1992) state that the use of 

iiiirraiivr prufiies in an interpretative approach acknowledges the singular value of the 

ieacher's knowledge base in making intetpretations which can not be duplicated by 
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ohde leaders. Calfee (1994b) maintains that the classmorn teacher is arguably in the 

best position to rnake informed judgments. Others such as Resnick and Resnick (1992) 

stated that using performance assessments as part of public accountability prognuns 

would require that students' performance is evaluated by panels ofjudges other tban the 

student's OIM teacher- Mehrans (1 992) stated that when assessing for accountability 

purposes, it is imperative to bave performances scoreci by those who do not have a vested 

interest in the outcorne. Having teachers swre their own students' performances fans this 

principle (p. 8). As noted above, the limited research is equivocal on rater bias, with two 

sîudies reporting bias (DeRemer & Bracewell, 1995, MEQ, 1990), and another reporting 

none (Koretz et al., 1992). 

Rationale 

The writing of neariy every student in North America will at some point be 

assessed as part of a large-sale writing assessment program yet very littie is known 

about a) how decisions are made about growth and achievement in writinç, b) who 

should be assessing student writing, and c) the vaiidity of these judgrnents OP growth and 

achievement in witing. Wnting assessment practice has been built on the assumption 

that during training raters intemalize a scoring rubric which they apply directly to student 

texts. This study builds on research using think-aloud rnethods which challenged this 

assumption by showing that raters showed a high level of persona1 engagement with the 

texts which they evaluated (Vaughan, i 99 1 ; Huot, 1993; Huot & Pula, 1993) and that 

raters used specific processing actions (Wolfe & Feltovitch, 1994; Wolfe & Ranney, 

1996; Wolfe, 1997). Given the discrepancy between assumptions underlying writing 
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0 assessment practice and results of think-aioud studies, one objective of this research was 

to investigate how experienced raters defined the rating task A second objective of this 

study was to investigate the task definitions constructed by a) pairs of extemal raten, and 

b)'teachen as raten'. By investigating how a rater defined the assessrnent task, this 

research examined the meaning of the scores assigned, 

Contributions to Knowledge 

The study presented below yields an original conmiution to knowledge. First, 

un1 ike previous think-aloud research which used coding methods which were extracted 

fiom the think-aloud protocols themselves, in this research a theoretically motivated 

coding method was applied to the data. Second, by adopting a case study methodology 

with a small nurnber of raters, it \vas possible to construct problem behavior eaphs made 

up of the objects, operations, and relations which were identified by the theoretically 

motivated coding method. Problem behavior graphs have k e n  used to understand the 

problem-solving activity of subjects in other domains but they have not been used to 

study the witing assessment proçess. These problem behavior graphs represented the 

seqzretzce of rating activity followed by each rater for every text which was evaluated. 

They were instrumental in the identification of the task definitions constnicted by raters. 

Third, the design of the study also yielded an understanding of the differences in task 

definition found between a) pairs of extemal raters and b) 'teachers as raters'. Previous 

research (think-aloud and non thid-aloud) has focused on expert-novice cornpansons 

rather than yielding a fine grained analysis of the behavior of individual raters. 
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Finally, the outcornes of this study bear on the theoretical domain of w"ting 

assessment. Writing assessment practice has progressed without a theory of writing 

assessment (Gere, 1980; Witte, 1988) and these results begïn to show that any emerging 

theory of wnting assessment should incoprate social and cognitive, matenal, and 

cultural factors as in a theory of wnting (Bracewell & Witte, 1997). 
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CHAPTER m 

Methods 

A descriptive case study methodology was used in which the activity of the 

individual rater in assessing texts wnstituted the case. This methdology was used for a 

number of reasons. 

First, in order to examine how raters define the activity of text evaluation for 

themselves, a methodology was needed which allows for a very fine grained level of 

analysis at the level of the individual rater. Second, given the theoretical orientation of 

this study which views writing and the evaluation of writing as social cognitive 

processes, it is assumed that the phenornenon of wrïting evaluation cannot be studied 

outside of its social context. Finally, the question of how a rater defined the activity of 

evaluating \+ri tins lent itsel f to investigation of multiple sources of evidence. In this 

research it was possible then to investigate the rat in^ activitv of the individual rater as 

well as the actual scores assi-med by the rater. 

Hoivever, the research methodology followed here departs fkom a descriptive 

methodology in one important way. In more traditional case studies, 'pattern coding' 

during data coIlection is central to the analysis (Miles & Huberman, 1983). Pattern 

coding is an inferential process which consists of reading the data collected to date to see 

what patterns emerge. The identified pattern is then coded and this pattem code is then 

tried out on the next set of transcribed field notes or documents to see if the pattem fits 

the new data. The rnost promising patterns are then witten up in the form of a memo that 

provides support for the significance of the code. Finally, pattern codes are checked out 
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in the next wave of data collection. In contrast, in this study an o priori theoretically- 

motivated coding method which is discussed below was applied to the data 

Participants 

Three highly experienced raters participated in this research All were grade eight 

English teachers who used the Vermont Writing Assessment Analytic Assessment Guide 

(1 991) extensively for instruction and assessrnent purpases. They were Vemont Writing 

Nehvork leaders wvho trained other English teachers throughout the state of Vermont in 

the use of this scoring nibric. These raten were chosen because of their extensive 

experience with the mbric and the leadership role they assumed in training other raters in 

the use of the rubric. In addition, given the increased prevalence of local scoring (as 

opposed to central scoring) in large scale assessment it was important to determine how 

classroom teachen evaluate student wciting. The design of this study lent itself to a 

corn parison of differences in task definition benveen extemal raters and teachers who 

rated their own students' witing Two of the raters were the teachers of students whose 

texts were evaluated as part of this remch. Rater 1 (Pat) had taught four of the students 

who provided texts for assessment (Set A), and Rater 2 (Tom) had taught the remaining 

four students who provided texts (Set B). Rater 3 (Kathy) had not taught ans of the 

students and hence, acted as an extemal rater for al1 of the texts. These relations between 

rater and teaching statu are depicted in Figure 1. 

Raters were paid for their participation in this research The researrch procedures 

described here were considered to be acceptable on ethical grounds by the Research 

Ethics Cornmittee of the Faculty of Education, McGill University (see Appendix 1). 
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Materials 

Raters used the roring rubric of the Vermont podolio assessment procedure 

(Vemont Department of Education, 1991).' This rubric consists of five scoring criteria: 

purpose, or&anization, details, v o i e  and tone, and grammaf, usage and mechanics 

(GUM). For each of the five criteria one of the following values on a four point scale was 

assigned: Extensively, Frequently, Sometimes, and Rarely. Operational definitions of 

qualiîy at each point of the scale are provided for each scoring criterion. The scoring 

rubric used in this study is presented in Figure 2- 

The first three texts fiom eight writing portfolios produced by grade 8 students 

were studied. The three texts were as followvs: a Letter of introduction, A Best Piece and 

a Letter about the Best Piece. Twenty four texts were rated by each of the three raters. 

Procedure 

Tas k Procedure 

Raters met individually with the experimenter. They were infonned that their task 

was to assess each text following the guidelines of the Vemont writing assessment 

program. They were atso instructed to think aloud while they implemented the given 

criteria of assessment. That is, they were instructed to verbaiize al1 their thoughts and 

impressions throughout their evaluation of each text- (See Appendix 2 for instructions 

§\.en to raters). Raters practiced using the thid--aloud method on two tex* prior to 

' A revised version of this rubric is currently used in the Vemont writing assessment 
progam- 
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begiming the rating session. Al1 hventy four texts were evaluated in the same order by 

each ratera2 

Subjects' verbal izations were recorded on audiotape. The think-aloud protocols of 

each rater were t ranscn i  and the transcriptions were segmente- into clausal units. The 

number of clamai units totaled about 10,000. 

Analysis procedures 

Rater A--ment 

Interrater agreement (Pearson and percent agreement) were calculated 

Analvses of Raters' Problem-solving; Activity 

When one evaluates student writing using a sconng nibric one is engaging in a 

problem-solving activity. Problem solving is defined here as a behavior directed toward 

achieving a goal (Anderson, 1990). The rater's goal is to make decisions about the quality 

of student writing based on a given set of guidelines which are applied to characteristics 

of student compositions. As part of this activity raters mut abstract the set ofguidelines 

written in the rubric. For example, a rater reading an excerpt fiom the scoring rubric's 

criteria for details- 'details lack elaboration' -mut interpret the language of the rubric and 

- .  

Raters use the Vermont Writing Assessment-Analytic Assement Guide in conjunction 

with benchmark texts when assessing student witing portfolios (G. Hewitt, personal 

communication, May 30, 1997). However, the raters in this study did not use benchmark 

texts because of their extensive experience with the scoring rubnc and their background 

as Vermont Writing Network leaders. It is possible that the inter-rater agreement reported 

here may have been higher if benchmark texts had k e n  used. However, the level of inter- 

rater agreement reported here is consistent with earlier agreement levels reported by 

Koretz et al. (1992) when benchmark tex& were used by raters. 
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then reconcile this interpretation with the specifics of the text Thus, evaluating h t i n g  

when using a scoring rubric is a comtrt~ctive activity. [Ethis is so, contniry to 

assumprions inherent in the rater training process discussed earlier, the activity in which 

the rater engages c a w  be considered a simple match between the specifics of the text 

and the critena set out in the scoring rubric. Mead,  how the rater represents and 

elabo rates the rati ng activity can be analyzed nom a problem-solving perspective. 

Ln the literatwt: on problem solving a distinction is often made between wvell- 

stnictured problems and ill-structured problems. However, Simon (1978) stated that there 

is no precise boundary between problems that may be regarded as well-stnictured and 

those that are ill-structured. The distinction describes a continuum and not a dichotorny. 

Simon identified three key features which distinguish ill-structured problems from well- 

stnictured problems. First, in ill-stnictured problems the criterion that detemines 

whether the goal has k e n  attained is both more complex and less definite. Second, the 

information needed to solve the problems is not entirely contained in the problem 

instructions and the boundaries of the relevant information are very vague. Third, there is 

no simple "legal move generatof for finding al1 of the alternative possibilities at each 

step (p. 286). Voss and Post (1988) stated that an important question for the solving of al1 

ill-structured problems is that of what constitutes a gooci solution. They related that 

generally there are not "right answers" to iIl-stnictured problems. 

Wnting assessment is an example of an ill-structured task Despite standardized 

training procedures, there is no standard solution procedure for writing assessment. 

Typically raten are trained to agree with each other by reaching consensus on sets of 
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9 anchor papers. Raters are given a xonng rubric and benchmark texts. not standard 

solution procedures. As such, they are presented with a task environment (i.e.. assess the 

texts using a given rubnc) but they are not given a ready-made representation of the 

rating activity. The niter must develop his or her own plan of action. The rater must also 

define those goals and critena which will themselves represent the actiMty (e-g.. What 

will constitute 'rudimentacy development of ideas' in this situation ?). 

Analvsis of Raters' Construction of the Task 

The analysis of the raters' construction of the assessment task followed the 

methods used by DeRemer and Bracewell(199 1) to investigate the assessment activity of 

holistic raters. This methodology drew on three sources for determining the knowledge 

(i. e., objects) and processes (i-e., operations) used by raters. These sources are 

surnmarized in Figure 3. 

Task analysis of the rating procedure- A task analysis (see Ericsson and Simon, 

1993, p. xv) of the rating procedure yielded minimal information because, as stated 

earlier, a standard rating procedure does not exist However, the task analysis did yield a 

set of goals contained in the task instructions (e-g-, evduate the sets of witing portfolios 

in the order in which they are presented to you using the given scoring rubric), a set of 

possible objects inferred from world knowledge (e.g., rubric or author) and a set of 

possible operators inferred from wodd knowledge (e.g., select a particular text to read, 

reread the rubric). 

Analvsis of the nonverbal activity of raten. This analysis yielded such operations 

as 'reading text' or 'reading the scoring nibric'. 
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Anatvses of think aloud verbaiizations. The analyses of the thuik-doud 

verbalizations were based on the Task independent Coding methodology developed by 

Bracewell and Breuleux (1 994). When applied to the rating task this methodology 

yielded a detailed reptesentation of the objects and the operaîions that the nitcn used in 

evaluating a text Task Independent Coding calls for the think-aloud protocols to be 

treated as texa. The think-aloud protocols were coded according to the following 

procedure: First, a set of niles was wrïtten wich defined which propositional structures 

met the criteria of an object and ~ h i c h  propositional structures met the criteria of an 

operation. The propositional structures used in this set of rules were elements fiom 

Frederiksen's ( 1975, 1986) theory of proposi tional representation for naturai language. 

Second, the semantic structure of the protoçols was analyzed to idenfi@ those 

propositional structures tvhich met the criteria for an object and an operation. 

AnaIvsis of Rater Obiects 

The objects which were coded by the Task Independent Coding were analyzed in 

order to identi@ categones of knowledge that the raters used in making their decision. 

Objects were categorized according to their relation to the following the scoring rubric 

(i-e., a nibric object), the content of the text (Le., a content object), the author (Le., an 

author object), the syntactic or semantic structure of the text (Le., text object), or none of 

the above (i-e., other object). The total number of objects used in each of the categories 

by a rater was tabulated for each text A detailed description of categories of objects is 

provided in Figure 4. 
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Andvsis of Rater Operations 

The operations speci fied in this coding included rater gwls  (e-g , I am going to 

look at the nibric again), evaluafions (Le., an object and an attriiute paired together such 

as [details: elahrateci]; Ipurpose: clear]; [tone: appropriate]; [organizatïon: cohesive]), 

and relutiom which are constraints on paûs of evduatioas. Three types of relations were 

c o d d  The tint relation-type was a conditional relation which consisted of two 

evaluations linked by markers in the text such as so or because (i-e., [purpose: clear] 

[details: elaborated] *because*). The second relation-type was an adversative conditional 

relation which consisted of two evaluations linked by markers in the text such as but (Le., 

details: repetitive] [details: elaborated] *but*). The third relation-type was an OR relation 

which consisted of two evaluations linked by the marker or in the text (i-e., [purpose: 

Frequently] [purpose: Sometimes] ,or*). Operations used by a rater to evaluate each 

scoring criterion were coded. 

Analysis of Problem Behavior Gra~hs  

The temporal order in which al1 objects and operations were selected by each 

rater was recorded in the forrn of a problem behavior graph for each of the five critena 

per text analyzed in this research. A problem behavior graph is a node link structure in 

which the nodes represent the objects and the links represent the relations between 

object-attn'bute pairs. Problem behavior graphs provided the basis for the following 

analyses: 2 )  rater activity during the teading of a text, 2) mer activity subsequent to 

reading the text but prior to score assignment, and 3) rater activity subsequent to score 

assignment. These analyses made it possible to detennine the task definitions of raters, 
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By comparing the problem behavior graphs of each rater for each aiterion it was 

possible to determine the frequency with which raten constnicted the same task 

definition for the same scoring criterion. 

Reliability Check of Codinp; 

Ten per cent of the think-aloud segments were coded independently by a second 

coder, a doctod student in the Department of EducationaI and Counselling Psychology. 

Training \vas given in the application of the coding method pnor to the reliability check. 

An agreement level of 93% was reached. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Results 

Rater Ameement 

Rater agreement on text scores using the Vermont rubric was exarnined by means 

of correlation coefficients and percent of full agreement As shown in Table 1 agreement 

in terms of correlation coefficients varied between -40 to -60, and in terms of percent 

agreement between 37% to 43%. 

Analvsis of Rater Obiects 

The proportions of different objects that each rater used are presented in Table 2. 

The pattern of object use was largely consistent across raters and sets. The raters made 

the most use of rubric objects, followed by content objects, folbwed by text objects. This 

pattern suggests that the raters were wnstructing a task definition that linked the rubnc 

criteria with the content of the individual te.-. The exception to this pattern of object 

use is seen for Pat with the first set of protocols: For this set, which was made up of texts 

from students she taught, Pat made the most use ofauthor objects, followed by rubnc and 

content objects. 

Analvsis of Problem Behavior Graphs 

Analvsis of rater O-perations. Based on analyses of problem behavior graphs it was 

determined whether the operation used by the rater occucred before or after the 

assignment of a rubric score for a text--ation across this division signals important 

differences in strategies used by the raters (see below). The proportions of evaluation and 
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a relation operations that each rater used before and af3er swre assignment are presented in 

Table 3. 

From Table 3 it can be seen that the proportion of evaiuation operations was 

greater than that of relation operations for d l  three raters on both sets. Operations Vary a 

great deai, however, in when they were used in relation to the actual assigrnent of a 

rubnc score. For Tom the great majority of operations occurred before the score 

assignment. In contrast, for Pat most operations folfowed the score assigmnent. Kathy 

showed a mixed pattern: On the first set of protocols most of her operations occur before 

the score assignment, although the pattern is not as marked as Tom's; on the second set of 

protocols most of her operations follow the score assignment. 

Rater activitv while readine a text Analyses of problern behavior graphs showed 

that Pat and Kathy consistently read a tehi without intemiption and then evaluated the 

first criterion (Le., purpose) in both sets. in contrast, Tom interrupted his reading of a text 

to evaluate its features 50% of the tirne in Set A. He read each text without interruption 

and then evaluated the first criterion 100% of the time in Set B . 

Rater task definitions- Three types of task definition emerged from the analyses of 

the problem behavior p p h s .  The first task definition is considered to be a seurch 

process. A search process was present when the rater considered one or more alternative 

scores prior to score assignment. Evaluation and relation operations selected before score 

assignment served to facilitate the search for ii solution by ruling out an alternative score 

(or scores). The remaining task de finitions are considered to be recognition processes. A 

recognition process \vas present when the rater assigned a score without considenng one 
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or more alternative scores. Two types of recognition strategies were found. The fint is a 

simple recognition process in which the rater assigned a score without first analyring the 

criterion k i n g  evaluated. The second is a compler recognition process in which the rater 

analyzed the criterion king  evaluated prior to score assignment Relation and evaluation 

operations selected afier score assignment served to jhfL (implicitiy or explicitly) the 

score assigned An example of each of these t h e  task defini tion is presented below. 

in the fotlowing example taken fiom Set A, Pat \vas a 'tacher as rater'. She used a 

simple reco-gnition task definition when she evaluated the organization of  a student's "Leîter 

to the Reviewer" (Text 4A3 in Appendur 2 1 1). A problem behavior graph which details the 

sequence of the selection OF objects and operations used as part of this task definition is 

presented in Fi,oure 5. (Author objects are underlined.) Pat siated, 

For organization we would give Jason a Frequentiy. It is relatively 

organized but bis paragraphs are very short. first and & last paragaph 

are not really highly organized paragraphs. We would not give & a 

Sometimes however because he does not s)iift in point of view and he does 

not have inconsistencies in coherence, 

From the problem behavior griiph it can be seen that Pat assigned a score directly 

without analyzing the organization of the text and without considering an alterriate score!- She 

justified score assignent indirectly by a) using an adversative conditional relation signaled 

by the marker and b) by using evaluations not wntained in the scoring rubric. She 

provided m e r  justification when she used a wnditional relation signaied by the marker 

because to rule out the assignrnent of a lower score, Sometimes. 
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Pat took the perspective of the author rathertban the text throughout this evaluatioh 

She selected six autbor objects. She assi@ a saxe to the author rather than to the text and 

she evaluated that the author had inconsistencies in coherence? not that the text had 

inconsistencies in cohecence 

In the following example taken fiom Set B. Tom was a 'teacher as rater'. He used 

a search task elaboration when he evaluated the voice and tone of the text "Vinnie" (Text 

2B.2 in Appendùr Di). A problem behavior graph of this rating activity is presented in 

Figure 6. He stated, 

Voice and tone. Evidence of beginning sense of voice, some evidence of 

appropriate tone. Little or no evidence of voice. I think there is little or no 

voice evident here in this piece. It is just kind ofempty. "1 am writing 

about my best m'end Vinnie". "1 like the story Vinnie because it is about a 

homeless person who fin& a home". "1 shared my piece with Graham and 

he thought it was goodn. 1 think there is M e  or no voice evident here, 

Rarel y. 

From the problem behavior graph it can be seen that Tom read descriptors associated 

with the ratings Sometimes and Rarely and then selected an evaluation consistent with the 

rating Rarely. He used content objects to justiQ this evaluation and then repeated the 

evaluation prier to assigning the score Rarely. 

In the following example taken fiom Set B, Kathy was an extemal rater. She used a 

cornplex recognition task definmon when she evaluated the organization of the text "Hon 
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Yost" (Text 1 B.3 in Appendix m). A problem behavior graph of this rating activity is 

presenteâ in Figure 7. She stakd, 

For the organization the= definitdy are poor transitions and I felt the shiA in 

the point ofview. He is üying to tell us that the British fell for the ram but 

he keeps on using the words stu~id and dumb. He is telling at the end that 

"'Hon Yost was dumb enough to do what the Americans said" 'So that ends 

my story of the stupid Tory, Hon Yod'. Sometimes under organization 

From the problem behavior graph it can be seen that Kathy selected evaluatiom 

consistent with the rating Sometimes and used content objects to provide an uiferred 

justification for these evaluations. This rating activity also served to provide an analysis of 

aspects of the organization of the text as outlined by the nibric, namely transitions and shik 

in point of view Al1 of this ratine activity preceded score assignent 

Proportions of the types of task definitions used by each of the raten are 

presented in Table 4. Pat showed a prefêrence for the construction of a simple recognition 

task definition in Set A, the set which she evaluated as 'teacher as rater'. Tom used a 

cornplex recognition task definition and a search task definition with near equal 

frequency in Sets A and B. Proportionately, he used each of these task definitions nearly 

hice as ofien as he used a simple recognition task definition in both sets. Kathy did not 

show a preference for a particdar tazk dekition in Sa A yet she showed a very strong 

preference for the use of a simple recognition task definition in Set B. As stated earlier, 

unlike Pat and Tom, Kathy was an extemal rater in both Jets. 
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Consistencv of  rater task definition F r  scoring criterion. The extent to which 

raters constmcted the same task definition when evaluating the same sconng criterion is 

presented in Table 5. The proportion ranged fiom -00 to -18 in Set A and fiom -00 to -30 

in Set B. Presented below are a series of examples which demonstrate pairr of raters using 

different task definitions to evaluate the same scoring criterion 

Pat was the 'teacher as rater' and Kathy was an extemal rater when they evaluated 

independently the details of a student's "Letter of introduction" (Text 3 k  1 in Appendix m). 

The problem-behavior graph of this rating act-vity is presented in Figure 8. (Author objects 

are undedineci). 

Pat stated, 

For details, we have to give Jerrv a Frequently because has lots of details. 

He tells us why he likes to ciraw- tells us that he likes this class because - 

we do Trivial Pursuit. And even though he didn't do al1 the assignments he 

liked the assignments. tells us what he likes to eat and even show us his 

sense of humor with "Hope to see you little people in the halls". 

Kathy stated, 

Under details they certainly lack elaboration Let's see. Are they random? See 

it seems to me that they are random, inappropriate or barely apparent, He's 

supposed to be writing a Letter of Introduction introducing hirnself and there 

is just this conglomeration that the best @ is when he's talking about the 

drawing How much he likes the drawing Then w e  taik about Trivial Pursuit, 

the assignment, he doesn't like mked peas or cooked potatoes, some 
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microwave food, "You wiil like this cïass, I know 1 do". "Hey, see you little 

people in the halls. Bye". Boy, so i'm right now behveen Rare1y and 

Sometirnes. 1 just can't make a decision n'ght now. The details certainly are 

random Under Sometimes it says iack elaboration, details Iack elaboraiion or 

are repetitious. Wek they are not really repetitious. When talks about the 

drawing it's with some elaboration Well, it is a couple ofsentences which is 

more than the rest. Hmm. I don? h w  why 1 am having a little stniggle with 

this. Well, 1 am going to go to Sometimes because there are some details here 

and maybe it is & style, having fandom style- 

Pat used a simple recognition task definition. She assigned a score directly without 

analyzing the details in the text and without considering an altemate score. She used an 

evahation which w a s  not associated with the scoring rubnc to justie score assignment (i-e., 

[details, present (elided) 'lots o f  1). She used content objects to illustrate this evaluation 

Kathy used a search task definition when she eval uated the details of the sarne text. 

She considemi whether the details were consistent with the rating Rarely or Sometimes. She 

selected content objects as she worked to make a match behveen her response to the details 

of the text and the language of the scoring nibnc. When she could not make this match, she 

assigned a score and used an evaluation which was not associated with the scoring rubric to 

justie score assignment (Le., [details, 'present' (elided) 'some']). 

Pat was the 'tacher as rater' and Tom was an e x i e d  rater when they evaluated 

independently the organization ofa student's "Letter about the Best Pied (Text 2A3 in 
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a Appendk m). The problem behavior gmph of this rathg activity is presented in Figurr 9. 

(Author objects are underiined) 

Pat sîateâ, 

For organkîion, oqpnhîïon would follow dong a Frequently line. 

is organized has miMn lapspses She gets a littie bit c d e d  away because 

she is so pemnally involved and & wantts us al1 to know how much it will - 

help us to write something sad. Hollv is an extrernely kind, loving girl and 

this begins to be obvious in this piece. 

Tom stated, 

Organization The focus is pretty strong here, pretty good, 1 thi* Starting 

wîth the general statement of the do& his death, the special meaning to the 

witer, then going into how the spirit of an animal can live on in a piece of 

writing or a person Fluent, cohesive. I think the second paragraph redly is a 

nice example of tluency- explaining somethïng for the reader. Ciear focus, 

yes. I'm going to say logical progresion of ideas, I'm going to say 

Estensively. It is unusua1 because usually the purpose, I think purpose and 

orçanization usuaily are very corresponding and here they are not 

Pat used a simple recognition task defuiition when she evaluated the o q p k t i o n  of 

this text She assigned a score directiy without analyzing the organization and without 

consideMg an altemate score. She justified score assignment by selecting evatuations 

consistent with the rating Frequently and by using author objects. 
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Tom developed a complex recognition task definition when he evaluated the 

organization of the same text He read multiple descripton associated with the thhg 

Extensively and used content objects as  part of bis analysis of the focus and flwncy of the 

text prior to score assignment 

Kathy and Tom were extexuai raters when they evaluated iadepenémtly the pirpose 

of a mident's Best Piece, " ' m g  to the Top" (Text 3A.2 in Appendix III). A problem 

behavior graph of this rating activity is presented in Figure 10. 

Kathy stated, 

Okay, a tiny littie adventure here. I'm glad 1 wasn't the teacher- Okay, so hr  

purpose, Frequently. He esiablishes a pinpose when he's talking about hiking 

BeIevedere Mountain He develops an awareness of his audience and task 

Develops ideas but they may be limited in depth. But certainly, 1 see that he 

does a lot of telling and not really showing. 

Tom stated, 

Okay, I don't think the purpose is clear here. Hiking to the Top is the title and 

the piece really isn't about that. It is, oh, this is a piece where the center of 

gravity really cornes in these middle paragraphs. For me, it is very heavy nght 

there. That's the hart of the piece and I don't feel, 1 guess 1 don? feel the 

wïter has a sense ofthat as being whaî the purpose should be. Here is a place 

where these two paragraphs say this should be the purpose because they are 

so strong, so interesting. And at the begkhg and the end are really, part of 

the process wtiere you can get into it and get out of it but in the final drafts 
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they wouldn't really be al1 that relative or necessary. So, does the wn'ter 

attempt to establish a purpose or does the writer not establish a clear purpose. 

17m going to say the writer does not esîablish a clear purpose here. 1 think he 

was trying to, I t h i d  the Wnter was thinking 1 am going to tell the story about 

what happened that &y and that is it, d e r  than having a more focused goal. 

Rarely. 

Kathy developed a simple recognition task definition when she evaluated the purpose 

of this te= She assiped a score directly without analyzing the purpose and without 

considering an alternate rore .  She used evaiuations to justify score assignment 

Tom developed a search task definition when he evaluated the purpose of the same 

tek?. He selected an evaluation associated with the rating Rarely and used text objects when 

he anal- the purpose of the text He queried if the text \vas consistent with the ratinç 

Sometimes or Rarely. He sekcted an evaluation associated with the rating Rarely and content 

objects to illustrate this evaluation prior to score assignment 

Pat and Kathy were extemal raters w k n  t h q  evaluated independently the details of a 

mtdent's Best Piece "Malachia" (Text 3B.2 in Appendix III). A problem behavior -=ph of 

this ratin% activity is presented in Fia% 11. 

Pat stated, 

Details. I'd give it a Frequently. They certainly are elaborated and they are 

appropriate. But they could be even better especially in the beginning The 

details were better at the end I would have liked a few more details about 

Malachia itself but we'd give it a Frequently. 
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Kathy stated, 

For the details, -11, they lack a persona1 awafeness. Repetition. It just 

seems that "It \vas a miracle that Mayor Hall had ken elected". "He w a ~  a 

low life" but there is nothing backing îhaî up. And also "Many said thai he 

\vas a bigger Ioss than Gupta? It is like she is name dropping but we don't 

know, I don? know who these people are. 1 am going to say Sometimes on 

the details. 

Pat developed a simple recognition task definition when she evaluated the details of 

this te- She assigned a score directly without analyzing the details and without considering 

an alternate score. She selected evaluations associated w?h the rating Frequently and used an 

adversative conditional relation signaled by the mafier to qualifi her initial evaluation of 

the details. 

k t h y  developed a complex recognition task definition She selected evaluations of 

the details and then used content objects to analyze the details withui the text pnor to score 

ass ignment. 

Pat was an ex-ternal rater and Tom was the 'teacher as rater' when they assesseci 

independently the purpose of a -dent's "letter about his or her Best Piece-' (Text 2B. 1 in 

Appendix III). A problem behavior graph of this rating açtivity is presented in Figure 12. 

(Author objects are underlined) 

Pat stated, 

This is a very sweet letter about the Best Piece. But the pupose, at least, 1 

think this rierson knows the purpose. nie person is saying '1 chose the story 
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about Vinnie, I shared it with somebody else and they said it was good and 

1 fée1 g d .  1 would say this teacher has helped this Ment  understand that 

the Best Piece should be ooe you feei good about. Sndent o~vnership was 

very important here I wodd give a Sornetirnes. There is an attempt to 

establish a purposepurpose h cataidy bas not developed any ideas so I can't give 

her a Frequentiy even thougti 1 wuld like to because the ideas are not - 

developed It is not even Iimited in depth. It is just not emugh. 

Tom stated, 

Here is a Letter about the Best Piece. &'s wrïting about bis Best Piece and 

that is the purpose and he doesn't say much about it at d l .  1 would say it is 

either nidimentary development of ideas or lacks clarity of ideas. 1 think it 

is so brief that 1 would say it lach clarity of ideas. Demonstrates a minimal 

awafeness of audience and task I'rn going to say Rarely for purpos. 

Pat developed a complex recognition task definition when she evaluated the purpose 

of this text She used content objects to analyze the purpose of the text prior to score 

assignment. Pat used an evaluation to justïfL score assigrment and a conditional relation 

sigialed by the marker becaw to d e  out aaignment of a higher score. 

Tom developed a search task definition when he evaiuated the purpose of the same 

text. He rad descriptors associated with the ratuigs Sometimes and Rarely. He selected an 

evaluation associated wiîh the rating Rarely (lacks clarity of ideas) based on the length of the 

t e a  and then he selected a second evaluation associateci with the same rating prior to saxe 

assignment. 
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Kathy wws an extemal rater and Tom was the -teacher as ratery when they assesseci 

independently the organization of the text "Wachia" (Text 3B-2 in Appendix m). The 

problem khavior graph of this rating d v i t y  is presented in Figure 13. 

ffiîhy stated, 

The organization Here again Frequently- Orgdniæd but may have minor 

lapses in uni@ or çoherence. Transition is evident Usually has a clear 

fwm. 1 got confüsed when her speech ended She has three stars there to 

kind of show the transition, I g u s ,  but 1 mean it was hard for me to folIow 

here. It seems as if there, it is like she h w s  where she is going, but the 

audience, she is not bringing me dong ~ 4 t h  h m  

Tom stated, 

For organîzation, 1 think there are some transitions here that are hard to 

fol lowv. Pieces that are not filled in very much. I'm not sure wvhy, what they 

were expecting of this speech of Mayor Hall and why they were so upset I 

could see why they were upset but Pm not sure what they were expected to 

do. There are other places 1 dont really understand Let me see, 

inconsistencies in w*ty and/or coherence, poor transitions. 1 have some r d  

problems with the coherence here in this piece. Serious errors in 

organization Thought patterns difficult if not impossible to follow. Most of 

my other questions get cleared up as 1 go through the rest Pm going to say 

Sometimes for organization. 
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Kathy developed a simple recognition task dennition wben she evaluaîed the 

organization of this text. She assigned a score directly without analyzing the organization and 

without conside~g an dtemate score. ffithy selected evduations tojust@ score assigrunent 

and she used content objects to illustrate these evaluations. 

Tom developed a search task definition w k n  he evaluated the details of the sarne 

text. He used content objects to analyze the organization and then he selected descriptors 

as-ated w i t h  the ratings Sornetimes and Rarely in order to match his anaiysis of the 
1 

organïzation with the language of the ronng rubric. This rating activity preceded score 
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CHAPTER V* 

Discussion and Implications 

This study identified three specific task definitions that highly experienced raters 

constructed when they evaluated student writing using an analytic scoring nibric. These 

results extend the findings of earlier research which found that proficient raters read an 

essay fkom beginning to end, without intempting the reading to comment on the essay's 

content while less proficient raters seemed to go through an alternating cycle of reading 

and monitoring portions of the essay (Huot, 1993; Pula & Huot, 1993; Wolfe & Ranney, 

19%; Wolfe, 1997). However, these earlier studies did no/ identifi the task definitions of 

proficient raters. The identification of the different task definitions constructed by raters 

sheds additional Iight on how raters make decisions about student wrïting, and provides 

further evidence which dispels earlier beliefs that raters tacitly intemalize a set of critena 

which they apply directly to student wn'ting (White, 1984). In fact, results of this research 

show that raters, regardless of the task definition they construct, engage in extensive 

problem-solving activity. 

What emerged fiom the analyses of the thinli-aloud data is that a simple 

recognition task definition most resembled general impression scoring. When raten used 

a recognition task detinition, they assigned a score directly. That is, they did not reread 

the text, analyze the features under investigation in the text, or consult the scoring nibnc 

pnor to score assignment. Addi tional evidence that this task de finition represented 

general impression rating was found in the audiotapes where each pause in raters' think- 

alouds was recordd Consistent with general impression scoring, when raten used a 
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simple recognition task def~ t ion  to assess the fint criterion, purpose, they did not pause 

or engage in any other rating activity prior to score assignnient Likewise, when raters 

used this same task definition to assess any of the subsequent criteria, they did not pause 

or engage in any other scanng activity pnor to score assignmeat. Furthemore, out of the 

360 scores which were assigned by raters in this study, on only three occasions when 

raters constnicted a simple recognition task definition (n= 16 1 ) did they change their 

minds subsequent to score assignment. 

In addition, on the basis of evidence taken fiom analyses of thinir-aloud data a 

distinction was made between text-bsed and nibnc-based evaluation- A complex 

recognition task definition involved analysis of scoring criteria pnor to score assignment 

but did not involve search of the rubnc as part of the scoring process. As such, this task 

definition represented text-based eval uation because of the rater focus on adysis  of 

specific text features. In contrast, a search task definition involved extensive search of 

the rubric as the rater wvorked to match his or her response to the text (and possibly 

analysis of the scoring criterion) with the scoring rubric. This task definition thus 

represented rubric-based evaluation because use of the rubric was central to the rater's 

evaluation process. Thus, the different task definitions identified in this research 

represent three very different foci: general impression scoring, text-based evaluation, and 

rubnc-based evaluation, 

It was interesting that there was no evidence whatsoever in the raters' protocols 

that they themselves were a- that they had a repertoire of different task defm-tions. 

This is an unexpected result which seems to indicate that despite their training and level 
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O of expertise, these three raters on their own developeà the samt three task defmitions. 

Future research in this area will investigate if a second set of raters constnicts these same 

task definitions or a different set, 

That raters constnict and apply different ta& definitions has important 

implications for the validity of wrïting assessment procedures- First, it appears that 

di fferent task definitions &kct the meaning of the scores assigned. These resdts indicate 

that it is possible for a given rater to focus on either his or her general impression of a 

test, the language of the nibric, or an analysis of the text relevant to the criterion being 

evaluated at the time. Thus, wvhen raters take such a different focus wvhen evaluating the 

same criterion, the scores they assign no longer have the same meaning. In the example 

above when Pat and Kathy assessed the details o f a  student's Letter of Introduction (p. 

6 1 ), their rating activity was saikingly different Kathy evaluated the degree of 

elaboration of the details and whether or not they were random. In contrast, Pat did not 

consider these or any other descriptors and assigned a score which she justified by using 

an evaluation not found in the rubric. 

Second, there are two important validity issues which are usually conflated in 

holistic and analytic assessment. The first issue çoncems whether the score is a valid 

assessrnent of the rater's response to the text. For example when Kathy analyzed the 

organizition of the t e a  Malachia (p. 68) she assignai a score directly and then j usti fied 

score assigiment. However, based on the objects and operations she used subsequent to 

score assigrment, it appean that the mbric Ianguage associateci with the raiing 

Trequently' does not validly reflect her judgment of the text's organiration. The second 
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issue c-oncerns wheher the score is a vilid usessrnent oTkxi çharacterïstics. That is, do 

the rubric guidelines adequately characterize lexical, syntactic and semantic 

characteristics of a text or do the guidelines offer highly-abstracted and not widely- 

understood concepts? This problem is ilIustrated in the example presented above when 

Kathy and Tom evaiuaid the purpose or the text "Hiking io the Top" (p. 64). Tom and 

Kathy diffsred in their interpretation of the criterion purpose, a difference which led Tom 

to conclude that 'rhe writer does not establish a dear purpose here" (i.e., a Rarely), and 

Kathy to conclude that "he estabiishes a purpose when he's talking about hiking 

Beivederc Mouniain" (Le., a Frqurntiy). 

The design of this study also lent itself to the investigation of how a rater defined 

the ratinç task as an estemal rater and as a 'tacher as rater'. As such it was possible to 

examine a) the consistency with which extemal raters constructed the same task 

definition and b) the effect oFknowledge of the student on rater task definition. 

Concerning the consistency witli wliicti exterrial raters constructeci the same task 

definition, as seen in Table 5, these results indicated that the proportion of the time 

which the exqemal raters in Set A (Tom and Kathy) constnrcted the same task definition 

i'or ~he same jilsk rangeci from -08 Lu -10. Thc: proportion of the tirne which the estemal 

raters in Set B (Pat and Kathy) constnicted the same task definition for the same task 

ranged fiom .O 1 to -30. 

Conceming the effect of knowledge of the student on rater task definition, these 

resulrs indicaied Lhai Tom construcid and mainiainai the same i i k  definitions whether 

lie was the extemal rater or teacheras-rater. Pat made a shift tiom showing a preference 
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for using a simple recognition task definition when she evaluated the texts written by her 

students to a preference fur using a complex recognition task definition when she was an 

external rater. Kathy who was an extemal rater in both sets did not maintain the same 

task definitions across sets, thus indicating that highly-experïenced raters do not always 

have fixed task definitions. 

As seen in Table 2, when cornpared to the other raters, Pat showed a preference 

for the selection of author objects, particularly when she was the teacher of the student 

w-iters. This preference kvas noted in most of the examples of her rating activity cited 

above but was perhaps the most salient when she evaluated the organization of a 

student's Letter about the Best Piece (p. 63). When compared to the other raters, Tom 

selected fewer author objects when he t a s  teacher-as-rater than he did as an exqernal 

rater, although this is not a statistically significant difference. This is an important 

finding indicating that the selection of author objects is related to individuaI 

characteristics of the rater rather than simply hnowledge of the student, This is best 

dernonstrated above when Pat and Tom evaluated the purpose of a student's "Letter 

about his or her Best Piece" (p. 66). Pat the external rater used more author objects than 

Tom the 'teacher as rater'. 

With regard to the reliability of scoring, these results demonstrate that it is 

difficult for raters to reach agreement using traditional analytic nibncs when given 

traditional training. As seen in Table 5 the proportion of times which raters in this 

research constnicted the same task definition when assessing the same text was low (e-g., 

ranged from -00 to 30). As seen in Table 1 per cent of rater agreement was also low (e-g., 
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ranged from 37% to 43%). The limiteci proportion of times that raten c011stnicted the 

same task definition when assessing the same text would indicate that raters are not 

uniformly constnicting a task definition based on the nnt text written by a student and 

then constnicting a simple recognition task definition for the remaining rem written by 

the student. 

Thus, t hese resul ts challenge assumptions underlying existing approaches to 

witing assessment by showjng that raten used three different ta& definitions and that 

they rare1 y elaborated the same task (Le., eval uate voice and tone) using the same task 

definition. While i t  is unclear wlry each rater elaborated the same task in a different way 

the majority of the tirne, these results nevertheless indicate the wide variability in task 

definitions arnong raters, a variability which poses a serious threat to the validity of direct 

witing assessment, 

ImpIications for Writing Assessrnent 

Perhaps the most obvious implication of these results is that raters might best 

counteract the ~a~ab i l i ty  in task definitions used here and the concomitant threat to the 

validity of direct writing assessrnent by assurning a more collaborative framework for 

assessment. Such a collaborative framework would necessarily involve both m-ting 

assessment formats and writing assessment scoring procedures so that both would occur 

in an authentic situation, constnicted around social and group processes. Witte et al. 

( 1995) discuss the concept of the comrnunicution event within the context of an 

assessrnent of advanced ability to cornmunicate and one can see the potential application 

of this concept for the assessment of one aspect of communication, namely writing: 
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We see the communication event as a series of paraIlel but 

integrated activities that unfold across a protracted period of 

time and that involve not individuals working in isolation but a 

group working toward some common goal, which the group 

itself both identifies and defines (p. 43). 

They believe it is possible to construct, validate, and apply scales of various hlpes 

across diverse sources of data on communicative processes. For example, scales could be 

designed for rendering judgments of the appropriateness or effectiveness of students' 

instrumental and epistemic uses of wx-itten language. for assessing how effeçtively the 

students use language activities focused on planning or problem-solving, and for 

evaluating participants contributions to srnaJi and large goup meetings (p.53-54). They 

recornmend that tacher facilitators could serve as important sources of descriptive and 

evaluative infonnation on the performances of the audents. Students themselves would 

be another important source of evaluative information. Thus, this assessment format 

outlined by Witte et al. ( 1995) is highly compatiile with the interpretative approach to 

witing assessment as advocated by Delandshere et al. (1994), Moss et al. ( IWî) ,  and 

Moss ( 1996). 

As these results have shown, raters who followed a psychometric approach to 

assessment appear to have lacked a consistent interpretation of the assessment ta& (both 

within and across raters). In contrast, it appears thaî an interpretative approach to 

assessment which builds on collaborative judgments and written summan'es could be a 

step toward the deveIopment of a shared interpreation of the assessment task That is, 
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collaborative activity could promote shared interpretation of the evidence k i n g  

evaluated and the iahguage used to evaluate the evidence (Moss, 1996; Moss et al., 

1992). 

One possible implication of mis research is to incorporate the three task 

definitions identified here into an interpretative approach to writing assessment. Such an 

approach would consist of the following steps: a) pairs of raters generate a hypothesis 

about the quality of the criterion by stating their generai impression of the critenon (Le., 

simple recognition task definition), b) the pair of raters then collaborate to wi t e  their 

analysis of the criterion k i n g  evaluated in the form of an interpretative summary (Le., 

complex recognition task definition, c)  the pair of raters then match their analysis of the 

critenon being evaluated with the language of the scoring rubric and justiQ this "match" 

(Le. search task elaboration) and d) the pair of raters then compare the rating they 

generated at step one (i-e., general impression rating) with the rating they generated at 

step three (i.e., search task definition). If the rating is the same, then the pair of raters 

assign that score. If the rating is not the same, then the raters begin the process a second 

time and the rating generated at step three becornes the working hypothesis. Thus, the 

pair of raters generate an initial interpretation, then collaborate on an interpretative 

summary, then match this s u m m q  with nibric guidelines and justi@ this "match". They 

either accept the initial interpretation, or challenge it and revise it. 

The same text or collection of texts is evaluated by a second pair of raters. Where 

~here  is rater disagreement, investigation of interpretative summaries and justifications of 

"matches" can provide the basis for a rater to mediate between the two pairs of raters. 
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This approach is similar to other interpretative approaches in that it assumes the 

centrality of written analysis of scoring criteria (in the f o m  of interpretative summacies) 

and the collaborative work of raters. This approach differs fkom other interpretative 

approaches in the following ways: a) the incorporation of the three task definitions 

reveaIed in this research, b) a pair o f  raters who serve as their own control, and c) the 

process of external replication. 

Raters' general impressions are used in this approach because it is has k e n  

s h o w  consistently in past research (Condon & HampLyons, 1994; Sommers et al., 

1 993) and in this present research that raters have a tendency toward general impression 

rating which they act upûn inconsistently (Le., at chance level in this research). Thus, by 

fonnalizing the use of a general impression rating, this rnethod enables raters to 

incorporate an initial hypothesis into their decision making process as an alternative to 

general impression raiing as currently practiced. In addition, the initial hypothesis plays 

an integral part in enabling raters to serve as their own control by comparing their initial 

hqpothesis with their final decision about score assignrnent. Concerning estemat 

replication, in the method proposed here the pair of raters compares the rating assigned to 

that assigned by a second pair of raters. 

Implications for Training Raters 

Results of  this research which have shown that there is marked vanability in the 

use of task definitions by raters have important implications for the training of raters. 

These results indicate that experienced raters use a variety of different task definitions, 

only one of these definitions being a direct matching process. Thus, the implication for 
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e training would follow the implications for writing assessment. First, it appears that raters 

would need to receive training in how to analyre evidence specific to scoring criteria, as 

well as training in how to write interpretative summaries based on these analyses. 

Second, it appears that raters would neeâ to be trained how to match the evidence 

contained in the interpretative summaries with the scoring standards of the assessment 

method. In light of the validity concerns expressed about existing scoring criteria (Gere, 

1980; Greenberg, 1992; Wiggins, 1994) it is likely that raters will need training in how to 

evaluate different sets of scoring criteria such as that proposed by the work of Gearhart 

and Wolf (1 994) and Wiggins (1 994). Recent research in the area of persuasive wn'ting 

(Crammond 1996) and narrative witing (Senecal, 1998) can hetp to guide the 

construction of rubncs which include genre-specific critena Furthemore, it is likely that 

future scorine - rubrics followving the work of Witte et al. (1994, 1995) will place more 

emphasis on social and communicative aspects of writing, particularly the ability to 

collaborate with others when writing in a given situation. Thus, training in how to 

interpret and apply new cnteria as well as how to write an interpretative summary are 

important implications of this research for training raten. 

Im~lications for Writing Instruction 

Cumculum and assessment exist in a reci procal relationship, with each 

influencing the other (Murphy, 1994); however, it is well-known that assessment can 

drzve instruction (see Moss, 1994a; Cr&, 1988). Given that the results reported here 

lend support to an interpretative approach to assessmenf and given the relationship 

between cumculum and assessment, then these results also lend suppon to a 
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,.rn collaborative approach to writing instruction. Dyson and Freedrnan (1990) discussed 

methods such as peer response groups, peer writing groups, and community rather than 

school-based writing which enable teachers to provide students with a variety of kinds of 

social i n t e d o n  around writing This social interaction around writing includes 

interactions between students and teacher as well. They advocate a support system for 

writing development which enables teachen to be sensitive to their d e n t s '  current 

sklls and understanding and to provide co~laborative support to help them deveiop 

further- Freedman ( 1987) uses the term collaborative problem-solving to try to capture 

the dynamic role of interaction in the process of teaching and leaming writing. 

Producing and using texts are always in some sense collaborative acts (Witte et 

al., 1994) and extensive research has documented the positive effects of student 

collaboration in wrïting instruction (see O'Domell, Dansereau, Rocklin, Lambiotte, 

Hythecker, & Larson, l985), yet as noted by Wiggins (1994) there is very little, if any, 

attention given to evaluting one's ability to collaborate during writing. Thus, if validity 

standards such as 'transparency' in Fredenien and Collins's Mnciples of Systemically 

Valid Testing f 1989) are to be use& then the scoring criteria which is to be made 

transparent to student writers should include criteria related to collaboration during 

witing. In this Say, if assessment does guide instruction, and if the assessment is built 

around the construct as recommended by Messick (1 994), then the reciprocal relationship 

behveen cumculum and assessment can hopefitlly be a healthier, more productive 

relationship than exists currentiy. 
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Limitations of the Study 

Two possible Limitations of this research are related to methodological 

considerations Fini, the use of a case! study approach with t h e  raters as the individual 

cases may appear to seriously Limit the generalimbility of these resuits. However, the 

decision to select three raters who were highiy trained in the use of an existing sconng 

rubric wvas based on the ill-structured nature of the writing assessrnent task. That is, given 

the range of solutions possible in the solving of ill-stnictured problems, a case study 

methodology was the most appropnate way to begin to study questions of within-rater 

and between-rater consistency in solving a number of problems (see Voss & Post, 1988). 

In addition, by having a limited number of raters it \vas possible to track each raters' 

seqzience of rating activîty for eac h test evaluated. Previous think-aloud studies have 

been unable to provide this particular insight into the rating process- Second, when a 

think-aloud methodology is used there are usually concenis raised about the validity and 

completeness of concurrent verbal reports. However, Ericsson and Simon ( 1993) state 

that the information that is heeded during the performance of a task is the information 

that is reportable; and the information that is reported is information that is heeded (p. 

167). nie estent of the clausal nits generated by the raters (i-e., 10,000) and the rare 

occurrence of pauses in the audiotapes support that the verbal data collected in this study 

were a valid representation of how the raters in this study used an analytic scoring rubric 

to evaluate writing. 
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Table 1 

Rater A-greernent: N=24 

Raters Pearson Percent Agreement 

Pat and Tom 

Pat and Kathy 

Tom and Kathy 
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Table 2 

Proportion of Obiects Used bv Raters in Set A and Set B 

Rubric 

Content 

Aut hor 

Text 

Other 

(+ of objects) 

Rubnc 

Content 

Text 

Other 

( f :  of objects) 

Set A 

0.40 

0.27 

0.09 

0-17 

0.05 

(n= 1,156) 

Set B 

0.52 

0.23 

0.06 

0.15 

0.03 

(n=578) 
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Table 3 

Proportion o f  Operations Used Before and After Score Assignment in Set A and Set B 

Pat Tom b h ~  

Evaluation 

Before Score Assignment 

After Score Assignment 

Relation 

Before Score Assignment 

After Score Assignment 

( g  of operations) 

Set A 

0.05 

0-19 

(n=135) 

Set B 

Eval uation 

Before Score Assignment 0-25 

Afkr Score Assi-ment 0.42 

Relation 

Before Score Assignment 0-09 

Afier Score Assignment O. 23 

(# of  operations) (n=162) 
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m. Table 4 

Proportion of Raters' Task Definitions in Set A and Set B (counts of Task Definitions 

Search Recognition 

(Simple) 

Recognition 

(Cornplex) 

Pat 

Tom 

Kathy 

Pat 

Tom 

Kathy 
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Table 5 

Proportion which Raters Constructed the Same Task Definition for the Sarne Task in Set 

A and Set B 

Raters Search Simple Recognition CompIex Recognition 

Pat and Tom .O0 

Pat and Kathy .O0 

Tom and Kathy -10 

Pat and Tom .O0 

Pat and Kathy -0 1 

Tom and Kathy -0.0 

Set A 

-15 

-18 

.O8 

Set B 

-10 

-30 

-30 
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Figure 1. Relations between rater and teaching status. 

Rater 

Portfolio Set A Pat (Teacher) Tom (Extemal) Kathy (Extemal) 

Portfolio Set B Pat (Extenial) Tom (Teacher) Kat hy (Extemal) 
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Fiwe 3. Criteria for analysis of rater obj- and opedom. 

1. Task Analysis: 

*Ex~licit task instructions to Rater 

*Lnferred by Expenmenten (e.g, select tea object) 

2. Xom-&al Rater a&ity (e-g., reading tex& r&g the scoring rubric) 

3. Thinli aloud verbalizaîiow (analyses bas& on Frederikn (1975, 1986) propositional 

structures): 

*Operations 

Evaluatiow (defined by psychological judgment by rater): 

a) Simple (ATTniute relations between objects) 

b) Comparative (ORDer relation on Attribute or DEGree between objects) 

Goal Sming ( a e r  Breulew 199 1 ): 

Rater as AGENT, action which is volitional, future, and / or modalized, or 

queried aryment 

Dependency and Logical relations: 

CONDitional, Adversative CONDitionaI, EXCLusive OR, EQUIValence, 

aObiects 

Rubric 

Content 

Author 

Texî 

Other 
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e Fieare 4. Guideline for identification of rater objects. 

.Rubric obiects (R) include purpose, organbtion, details, voice and tone, and GUM. 

*Author obiect (A) includes the following the author's narne, he/ she, hidher, the wvriter, 

and this student, but not reference to the author when this ceference is a paraphrase of the 

text, 

Content obiects (C) include the following: 

2 .  Objects which result fiom direct reading of the student's text 

2. A paraphrase by the rater ofthe text "He (A) talks about drawing (C)". 

3. Statements about the writef s meaning or intention. 

*Test Obiects (T) include the following: 

1. Direct reference to the portfolio. "We are on the third portfolio" (T) 

2. Titles of texts- "This is the Letter of Introduction." (T) 

3. Type of text. "He is responding in this ~rsonal  narrative" (T) 

4. Concrete properties of the text such as the title: "The & (T) is very good 

5. Location within the text: "He shifls around in the last parapaph "(T) 

6. Direct reference to the text "The errors are so severe that I can't read &". (T) 

7. Indirect reference to the te-: "1 dont get much sense of purpose here". (T) 

8. Reference to features in the surface structure of  the text such as syntactic 

organiration (topicalization) or vocabulary. 

*Other (O) Other objects include those objects which are not nibric, portfolio, author, 

content and text objects. 
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F iyre  5, Rater evaluation of the organization of "Letter of Introduction'. 

Eval Eval EVAL 

Eval Eval Eval Eval 

1 TRTH: NEG 1 1 TRTH:NEG 1 1 present 1 

ORO + Pat paragraph ORD 
organized 'first' 

organized 
'high~y' 

TRTH: NEG 

- - -. - - .  -- 

1 TRTH: NEG 1 

b 

paragraph 
'last' 

organired 
nimiy 

TRTH: NEG 

0rgani28lkn 
sometimes 

COND -2 shR in point of view 
present 

.ORO imnsislencies 
A 

in coherence 
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mure 9. Raters' evaluations of the organization of 'letter about the Best Piece'. 

Frequently DEG: minor 
2 content objects 

€val €val Obiect Selection €val - - - - - - - . - - . . - . . - . -. Object Selection ~""F"D (-PD, paragrqh 2 OR+' 1 nibrk ORO 
Tom strong 1 nrbrii 

Eval Eval Assign 

fluent 

focus ORO -' progression 
of ideas, logkal 

ORD 3 rubrk 
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FiaurelO. Raters' evaluations of the purpose of 'Hiking to the topa. 

+p- - - 
Frequently 1 content audience, task 'bu' 

established devel 

Obiect selection 
1 authoi 
1 other 

Eva t 

clear 
1 TRTH: NEG 1 

Obiect selection Assian 

€VAL Eval €val 

1 content n 
1 1 other 1 1 Rarely 1 

ORO 
2 nibric established 
1 author TRTH: NEG 
1 other 

puipose %bat 
established 
TRTH: NEG 
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Appendix I 

Research Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Education, McGi11 University 

Certificate of Ethical Acceptability for Research Involving Hurnan Subjects 



MCGILL UNIVERSITY 

FACULTY OF EDUCATION 

CERTIFICATE OF ETHICAL ACCEPTABILITY FOR 
RESEARCH INVOLVING HUMAN SUBJECTS 

A review cornmittee consisting of: 

a. Professor Helene Perrault 

b. Professor J. Derevensky 

c. Professor S. Nemiroff 

has examined the application for certification of the ethical acceptability of the project titled: 

The subiecti . . . . ' 0  . no - of  stiident writina: - A cogitive mode1 and a tr- 
procedu re 

as proposed by: 

Applicant's Name Yfary L- DeRemer S upervisor's 

Applicant's Signature h b  & . - & ~ ~ u ~ e ~ s o r ' s  

Name Robert J. Bracewell 

- &&&&&/- Signature 

Gran ting Agency F C A ~  

The review cornrnittec considers the research procedures, as explained by the applicant in 
this application, to be acceptable on ethicai grounds. n 

(S igned) 
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Appendix II 

Instructions to Raters 

You will be given eight writing portfolios produced by students in grade eight. 

The îask is to assess the first three texts of each portfolio using the Vermont Writing 

Assessment- Analytic Assessrnent Guide. Please read the texts wittiin the portfolio in the 

order in which they are presented We would like you to think aloud throughout the 

rating process, that is, verbalize al1 comments and impressions you might have as you 

read a text, subsequent to reading a tex& and while deciding the rating to assign to a 

scoring criteria. 
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Appendix EI 

Student Texts 
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a "Letter to the Reviewer" (Text 2A3) 

My favorite piece has got to be Max and 1. Max was my favorite dog I ever hab He was 

beaughtiful. Max died a long, very painfid death- 

I decided to write about Max because of what he meaat to me. Max b a s  my best 

fnend, and I wanted his spirit to live on. It rnakes me very happy to h o w  that Max was 

loved so much and cared for- 

In your life time you might have loved someone and they passed away. You rnight 

not want to let them go because of al1 the happy mernories you had together. You want 

those mernories you had together. It may take a long time to write this piece, but sooner 

or later, if you have writen your piece right the voice in it w i l l  make the loved ones spirt 

so alive and happy you wiU feel their breath against your skia Their skin will live again. 
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a "Letter of Introduction" (Text 3A 1) 

Hello Reader, 

My name is Chuck and 1 like to draw a lot Drawing to me is fun Because 1 can 

draw a lot of things and you cm make any thinp you want by drawing i t  II1 tell you what 

1 like about this class. By the way there wt in order 1 liked trivial punuit and the 

assignments even 1 didn't do d l  the homework. 1 Iike to eat every thing except peas and 

coaked patatoes and çome microwave foods. You \viU Iike this class t know 1 do, 

Hay see you littel people in the halls 

B y ! 
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"Hiking to the Top" (Te- 3A.t) 

When our class hiked Belvidere Mountain it took so long to get to the top it felt 

like forever. When we got to the top there was a tower. We walked up the tower but you 

couldn't see anything except the fog. So we climbed down and ate lunch. After lunch we 

headed down the mowitain. 

A whole bunch of us ran dom.  Everyone that ran slippeâ, fell, and slid down the 

mountain. I slid off the trail. 1 grabbed a tree but it broke. It didn7t stop me. 1 kept on 

going and ran right over a ten fwt diR I landed on my knees. nie ground was moist and 

the snow made it soft so 1 didn't get hurt. 

Then I started m i n g  through the woods. I füund a brook and ran down the 

brook until 1 found the trail and everyme else. 

Then we boarded the bus. Everyone was soaked We stopped at a store on the way 

back and brought snacks. 1 didn't buy anything because they didn't gave the candy bar I 

wanted (a Snickers). Finally we arrived at school. 1 had a good time. 



a "Letter to the Reviewer" (Text 4A3) 

Dear Reader, 

My best piece is "Why Grampa?" because it has voice and detail and shows what 

happens when you love someone. 

The interesting point is this poem was not me. I fooled everyone in my class and 

even the teacher. Then 1 read it to the principal when he came to visited the class. They 

al 1 tried so hard to express sympathy. I had to tell them the tnah So I chose this piece 

because I thought it must have been pretty good writing. i f  everyone thought it was me. 

1 hope you had fun reading it because I had fun writing h 

Sincerely, 
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"Hon Yost" (Text 1B.3) 

Hon Yost Shuyler, a half insane Tory, helped the Ameriains in a trick to make the 

British retreat, and caused the British Generals to confiict and end up killing each other. 

Since the Americans knew that Hou Yost was a little on the dumb side, they 

decidcd to make a deal with him. 

Since the Americans captured Hon Yost's brother, they made a deal with Hon to 

fiee him. They told him that if he went to the British fort and told them that the 

Americans had 5,000 men and were coming to defeat them, they would let Hon Yost's 

brother go fiee. So the Arnencans took Hon Yost's overcoat, and filled it full of bullet 

holes to make it look like he had been shot at, and hoped this would be more convinsing. 

So he set to the British fort, and when he got there he told them the made up story. The 

hvo British Generals began to conflict ove? what Hon Yoa had told them. They fought 

and fought and ended up kilIing each other in the process. In the mean time the British 

were retreating as far away as possible. 

The Arnerican's scarn worked, and they only had three hundred men not five 

thousand. Hon Yost got his wvay also, because he cared for his brother and he was stupid 

enough to do what the Americans said. So that ends my story of the stupid Tory, Hon 

Yost. 
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a "Letter to the Reviewer" (Text 2B. 1) 

Dear Portfolio Reviewer, 

1 am writing this leiter about my best piece Vinnie. 1 like the story Vinnie because it is 

about a homeless person who fin& a home. 1 shared my piece with Grahrn and he said it 

was good. 1 feel good about my piece. 

Sincerel y, 
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Vinnie w a ~  a normal kid, He dressed and looked the same as the other kids, Bur 

there was one thing that the other kids did not h o w  about Vinnie: he was homeless. For 

the last h o  months Vimie had been living in the toy store that closed down two years 

back Vinnie had a job at the gas station, He only made four dollars an hour and he 

worlced on the weekends from one to five. With the rnoney he made he brought his 

clothes and food. He went to schooi on the weekdays. 

Vinnie \vas running late that Friday, He was ten minutes late for school when he 

walked into math class. His teacher asked him, "Why are you late?" 

Vinnie said, "1 missed the bus." 

When class \vas over his best f iend Joe m e  up to Vinnie and asked him, "Do 

y u  want to corne over to my house today?". 

Vinnie said, "Sure." 

So when class w a ~  over, they walked over to Joe's house. When they got there 

they had a snack. The two of them played for the rest of the day. Then Joe's mother 

mentioned that it \vas time for V i ~ i e  to go home. 

She said, "Should you cal1 your morn?" 

Vinnie said, "No, 1 will just walk." 

Then Vinnie said, "Goodbye", and walked to the candy store which luckily, was 

only a few minutes away 

The next day, Joe came up to Vinnie in school and asked if they could go to 

Vinnie's house afier school. 
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Vinnie said, "1 don't think that would be a very good idea". 

Joe said, "O.K. maybe we can do something tomorrow?" 

';Yeah, see you tomorrow." 

The next &y Joe came up to Vinnie and asked him if he could come over. Vinnie 

said that he was grounded and he could not have any friends over. This went on for about 

one month, until one &y Joe asked Vinnie why he could never do anything. 

Vinnie said, "I don't want to talk about it nght now". 

Joe asked Vinnie if something was w o n g  

Vimie said, Yes, meet me in the park at 9:OOp.m. tonight-', and then he ran off. 

Later that night, the two boys met in the park and Vinnie explained evesfthing to 

Joe. 

Joe asked Vinnie if he wanted to come live wvith him for a few weeks. 

Vimie said, "Sure". So that night Vinnie slept at Joe's house. 

The next niçht the whole family went out to dinner, including Vinnie. When they 

were at the table waiting for their food Vinnie explained how he had become homeless 

and he had no mom or dad AAer dimer they went home and went to bed 

The next day Vinnie had to go to work. When he was at work he purchased a 

lottery ticket for one dollar. The lottery for that week was one million dollars. After work 

Vinnie went home to Joe's house, and he gave the ticket to Joe's mom. 

Later that week, eveq  one was watching TV and the winning numbers for the 

lottery came on and Joe's mom checked to see if they won. They did not win, but they 
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did get five of the six numbers nght They went d o m  to the gas station and turneci in 

their ticket. A few weeks later they received S300,Oûû-00 in the mail. 

Vinnie had been staying at Joe's for one month aow and that night Joe's mom 

asked him if he wanted to live with the= 

Vinnie said, "Sure". 

After a few years Vinnie went off to college and now he is a lawyer. 

The end 
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"Malachia" (Tex? 3B.2) 

Chapter I 

It was a cold but arnazingly clear &y in Malachia It was the kind of day that, 

wvhen your alarm dock woke you up, you would curse at it, throw it at the wall, and then 

go back to sleep. Malachia was usually desert* but today there was at least one 

thousand people out The reason was that the rnayor, Adam Hall, was to speak at one 

07ctock. He was to deliver, as he put it, "an historic announcement". 

What the people of Malachia thought of it, well, let's just say they weren7t 

pleased They thought of Mayor Hall as, "the biggest lowlife that ever stepped on the face 

of this earth". And they were right. It was a miracle that Mayor Hall had k e n  elected, 

and many said that he probably had k e n  tinkering with the system. Many said he was the 

bigçer loser than Gupta, while othen disagreed "Manu was not quite as bad as Bombard 

or Hall." 

Malachia is the smallest town in the whole planet of Lafta, known before as the 

Parallel Earth. Some two hundred years before, the only planet with proven life, tnie 

Earth, had exploded- Luckily, most of the h o  bundred billion human lives had been 

spared. 

Hall's speech was almost over. Most people did not throw tomatoes yet, but some 

codd not resist, The speech was mostly, to everyone's dismay, about wnstnicting more 

coal and oil refineries. Sure, it would give the unemployed jobs, but not many 

considering that the normal sized refmery only employed about 1,000 people. 
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One person, Vance Edwards Orr, put it nicely, "What exactly is the big deal with 

this coal and oil system? I think that it wve didn't even touch the stuff, the other Earth 

never would have blown up and wve never would be here on this damned planet" This 

was his subtle wvay of saying, "1 hate this stupid place and I want to go back to where my 

ancestors lived and it's al1 the fadt of coal and oïl." 

"Let it go. You may be right, it was the fault ofcoal and oil, but it was other 

things, too." Will Shefler, Vance's best fiend said soothing1y. 

T m  not stopped for one minute. t am going to find out what happened, how it 

happened and why everyone is trying to cover it up." 

"Maybe you are right, Why wouldn't they tell us what really happened? What if 

millions, even billions, of people died and they are tqring to hide it? You're definitely 

right, but we wvill need more people to believe us, We'll have to set started real soon-" 

Vance paused, "Wait a minute! Hold on! We're moving a bit too fast here. Maybe 

we shouldn7t do this, '- he exclaimeci, 

That's weird, just a minute ago you wanted to find out really bad what w a s  

happening and now you're saying that maybe we shouldn't do it?" 

"Well, I just think we are getting in a little too deep. I mean, it sounds like a 

Secret Service for God7s sakes! Al1 1 wanted to have happen \vas for me to do this 

m ysel f. It's my own personal matter." 

Wili then said,"But i wanted to know also and I'm sure other people do, too. So 

why don7t you let us work as a group instead of  you as one person. 1 think Ive wvould find 

out a lot more, because they'd think that more people care about it than just one person." 
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"Well, I don't know," Vance thought out loud, "1 think I care more than most of 

the people but you might be nght that we'd find out more- So I guess 1-11 work with al1 

the people that we can round up." 

"Good! Let's find some people,", exclaimed Will, happy that he convinced his 

fnend, 


